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Abstract
The purpose of this thesis is to explore various harmonization scenarios for North
Atlantic en route user charges. The current charging system involves eight countries,
each with their own method for computing user charges. The scope of the research is
limited to revenue neutral approaches for service providers, meaning each air
navigation service provider (ANSP) receives constant total charges in 2006.
Therefore, the viability of different scenarios is compared in terms of its impact on
airspace users. Two different interpretation of a "harmonized" system are considered.
The first explores the harmonization of only the charging methodology, allowing
service providers to set and collect their own charges. The second harmonization
alternative fully harmonizes the North Atlantic user charges resulting in a single
charge per flight. Within each of these alternatives four different charge scenarios
were modeled using 2006 data. The four alternatives are a flat charge, distance-based
rate, a combination weight and distance charge, and a fixed-plus-variable charge.
Utilizing 47,516 North Atlantic flights drawn from a systematic random sampling
of days in 2006, the average North Atlantic user charge was determined to be $393
and ranged from less than $1 to $3,868. The magnitude of the average North Atlantic
user charge is small relative to the total flight costs airlines incur, thus all
harmonization approaches will have only second order effects on the airlines' bottom-
line. Thus, the harmonization of the regions' user charges allows for the unique
opportunity to develop a more rational system of charges without large disruptions to
the majority of users. The thesis explores the impact of the various charge scenarios
on user stakeholder groups in terms of aircraft size, North Atlantic distance, and
origin-destination regions. The results show a distance-based rate imposed at the
ANSP-level would result in the smallest disruption to users' charges compared to the
baseline system. However, any semi-independent harmonization approach sacrifices
the efficiencies which could be realized under a fully harmonized system. Of the
fully harmonized methods, the Eurocontrol formula with a service unit rate of $7.28
is the least disruptive to the baseline user charges.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Air traffic management, air navigation services and airport aeronautical services
are financed through a system of user charges, special-purpose taxes and fees, and
government appropriations. User charges may be collected from the airlines by
airports (e.g., landing fees, airport noise charges, and security charges) or by national
civil aviation authorities or similar bodies (e.g., en route navigation charges). Some
special-purpose taxes and fees, including airport facility charges and ticket taxes, are
added directly and overtly to the price of airline tickets or cargo waybills and
collected by the airlines on behalf of airports or government. Yamanka, Karlsson,
and Odoni estimate that these taxes and charges were on average equal to 16.4
percent of the base domestic fare in the United States in 2005, while the effective tax
rate for the original 15 European Union members is similar (i.e., estimated between
12 and 18 percent).' Other aviation infrastructure and navigation costs are absorbed
by the airlines or passed on to the customers as part of the base fare. In a highly
price-competitive industry, airlines are sensitive to user charges because they impact,
directly or indirectly, the total cost of air travel and, thus the eventual price at which
they are able to offer tickets.
The focus of this thesis is the setting of en route air navigation charges for flights
over the North Atlantic. These charges are important in their own right, as a
component of total airline operating costs. Moreover, any decisions concerning the
structure of en route air navigation charges and the methodology for setting them
have international public policy implications because they could establish a precedent
for adoption elsewhere.
The North Atlantic airspace handled more than 578,000 flights in 2006. Seven
separate air navigation service providers (ANSPs) handle en route services for these
flights. Each of these service providers incurs separate costs for air traffic
management (ATM) facilities, equipment, and operations. These costs are recouped
through user charges, which are collected by four different entities: Eurocontrol, the
1. Yamanaka, Karlsson, and Odoni, "Aviation Infrastructure Taxes"
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), National Air Traffic Services Ltd. (NATS),
and NAV Canada. Despite the International Civil Aviation Organization's (ICAO)
Statements that en route air navigation charges should be based on distance flown and
"less than proportionally" on aircraft weight,2 five different charging methodologies
are applied, only one of which seems to comply fully with ICAO's guidelines. The
resulting complexity for the system's users and the lack of consistency among the
charging schemes motivated the North Atlantic Economic Financial Group (NAT-
EFG) to undertake a study that may lead to a harmonized charging scheme for the
North Atlantic. The NAT-EFG/13 report included an action item calling for a
"harmonized" charging analysis "based on [a] flat charge or distance related charges
for services on the North Atlantic." 3
"Harmonization" is a broad term and can have differing implications depending
on its interpretation. Full harmonization, for example, can be reasonably interpreted
as meaning the adoption of a single charge, which would be collected from each
flight entering the North Atlantic, with the resulting revenues being allocated amongst
ANSPs. Another interpretation of harmonization might be the adoption of a common
methodology for computing charges (e.g., the ANSPs may agree that they will all
collect a flat charge computed in the same way by everyone), but with the charges set
and potentially collected at the individual ANSP level. Each of these two
philosophies presents its own challenges and advantages. A "semi-independent"
approach (e.g., harmonizing the methodology only) would mean a politically and,
arguably, administratively easier transition from the current system. However, the
full advantages of a harmonized charge structure can only be obtained through a fully
harmonized system.
Numerous issues must be addressed on the way to developing and implementing a
semi-independent or fully harmonized user charge structure in the North Atlantic.
These include the type of charging scheme to adopt as well as the impact of the new
charge structure on each stakeholder. Stakeholders include both system users (e.g.,
commercial airlines, general aviation, cargo carriers) and service providers. The
2. ICAO, "Charges for Airports and Navigation"
3. ICAO, "NAT Economic Financial Group Meeting"
users are concerned with the impact of the charging scheme on their operating costs.
Depending on the user class, different charge structures may be more desirable (e.g.,
general aviation would likely be opposed to a single flat charge for North Atlantic
flights). ANSP's are primarily concerned with providing safe transport to flights and
cost recovery. In order to ensure revenue adequacy, the user charge needs to be
driven by actual costs. Thus, the charging scheme needs to be flexible to account for
a dynamic cost environment.
The objective of this research is to conduct studies, based on a large sample of
actual flight records, in order to investigate potential en route service charging
schemes and their impact on stakeholders. The estimates support for the analysis of
en route charge harmonization in the North Atlantic and provide the foundation for
future broader discussions on user charge harmonization. The scope of the study
includes both (a) a set of semi-independent harmonization approaches and (b) a set of
fully harmonized charge structures for the seven North Atlantic flight information
regions (FIRs).
1.2 Literature Review
User charges
User charges and the underlying methodology for computing them vary
significantly throughout the world. The inconsistencies in practices and approaches
adopted by various national and international civil aviation entities have resulted in
considerable controversy. The need for consistency and fairness in setting aviation
charges was one of the ideas introduced at the Chicago Convention in 1944. Article
15 of the Chicago Convention requested that charges be set fairly by all Contracting
States, specifically warned against discriminatory charges on international services,
and required that all charges be published and communicated to all Contracting States
via ICAO.4 In 1977, the United States and United Kingdom signed the so-called
"Bermuda 2" Agreement. The agreement primarily focused on flight rights between
the two countries. However, the agreement also included a section on user charges
stating that charges should reflect, but not exceed the full cost of providing the
4. ICAO, "Convention on Civil Aviation Chicago"
service plus a "fair return" on assets.5 Although these two documents have served as
guidance in developing user charges, they are open to interpretation on what
constitutes a "fair return" or how to appropriately account for the cost of providing
service. Thus, the agreements are difficult to enforce and in the case of Bermuda 2
disputes had to be settled through arbitration or even legal proceedings. 6
More recently, policy recommendations have been published by ICAO and
address user charges at a detailed level. In "ICAO's Policies on Charges for Airports
and Air Navigation Services", 7th edition, ICAO prescribes that a single charge
should be levied per flight for en route services provided by a single country or
groups of countries.' The North Atlantic airspace seems to involve a natural
grouping of states for which a single charge for en route navigation services could be
applied. ICAO goes on to state that the charge should be based on distance flown and
on aircraft weight, noting that exceptions may exist in areas where the routes and
aircraft types are reasonably homogeneous and in circumstances where fixed cost
elements warrant a portion of the charge being flat.8
de Neufville and Odoni outline the desired characteristics of an aviation charging
scheme: it should be transparent, reasonable, and flexible, generate adequate revenues,
and promote efficient use of the relevant infrastructure system. 9 Transparency in
charges allows system users to easily understand the charges they will be assessed,
while allowing the entity imposing the charges to defend its approach. Adequate cost
recovery is important in continuing operations and improving their quality over time.
In the case of en route charges, full cost recovery is typically the objective. Charges
should be reasonable in the sense that the charges levied shall be aligned with the cost
imposed on the system and this reasonableness should extend across different
segments of aviation. However, charges should also promote efficient use of the
system. Thus, charges should reflect the true costs imposed by the user. Finally, the
charging system should be flexible to respond to changes in the environment (e.g.,
5. Skilbeck, "Arbitration Concerning Heathrow Charges"
6. See note 5 above
7. See note 2 above
8. See note 2 above
9. de Neufville, Odoni, "Airport Systems"
Open Skies could result in increased traffic over the North Atlantic, altering the cost
and revenue bases).
In practice, these criteria are difficult to satisfy simultaneously, while different
stakeholders rank their relative importance differently. For example, some would
argue that a charging structure that reflects the true cost of service to each user should
be adopted, while others would support a methodology that takes ability-to-pay into
consideration. The advantages of a structure based on true cost include adequate cost
recovery for service providers and providing incentives to users to operate efficiently
(e.g., a flat landing fee, independent of aircraft weight, encourages airlines to use
larger aircraft arguably better utilizing limited airport capacity). Opponents, however,
believe that true-cost-based charging unduly burdens marginal users of the system.
For example, the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA) argues that general
aviation flights are marginal users of an air traffic management system put in place to
serve commercial aviation. 10 Thus, the cost of the system should not be transferred to
general aviation flights through user charges. Rather, general aviation users should
only pay charges reflecting their marginal cost to the system. Thus, these groups
support the "ability-to-pay" paradigm and believe commercial carriers should pay
higher rates because the aviation infrastructure system was created to serve
commercial aircraft and the revenues that these aircraft collect from passengers
enable them to pay higher charges.
Harmonization
There has been some recent activity towards a more harmonized system of
aviation user charges. For example, in October 2006, Germany, Austria, Belgium,
Spain, France, the United Kingdom, Ireland, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, Portugal,
and Switzerland entered into a multilateral agreement on route charges." The
agreement supports a common policy for en route air navigation facilities and
services for the contracting states and replaced the Multilateral Agreement Relating to
the Collection of Route Charges signed in 1970. The agreement states that a common
10. AOPA, "Airlines' User Charge Proposal"
11. Eurocontrol, "Multilateral Agreement Relating to Route Charges"
formula, accounting for costs incurred by the contracting states, should be used to
establish the charges. 12 Additionally, the user charge would be a single charge per
flight, collected and disbursed to the contracting states by Eurocontrol. This type of
structure allows for a single charge to be levied from the customer, harmonizes the
charging scheme, and ensures cost recovery. It differs from previous agreements in
that it "strengthens the organization's powers in regard to the recovery of charges." 13
Eurocontrol's Central Route Charges Office (CRCO) aims to provide
"stakeholders with an efficient cost recovery system that funds en route air navigation
facilities and services and supports ATM developments." 14 The charging system is
consistent with the multilateral agreement of the member states, using a collaborative
and transparent approach to developing a standard en route charging policy. The
CRCO provides billing, collection and accounting services for 38 member states. The
benefits of the CRCO include the provision of an economic and efficient way for
airspace users to pay for the services they receive. The CRCO asserts that the cost of
billing is reduced through the harmonization of en route charges within the member
states' airspace.'5 Eurocontrol receives a single transmission of flight data from the
airport from which the flight departs or the first Eurocontrol FIR the flight enters.
The appropriate charges are calculated and the user receives a single bill for all air
traffic support services provided to a flight (i.e., en route, terminal, air navigation, and
communication). The CRCO claims that collection cost per service unit decreased by
38 percent from 1997 to 2006.16
North Atlantic Airspace
ICAO delegates responsibility for the provision of air traffic services (ATS) over
the high seas, as in the case of the North Atlantic (NAT) airspace, to various groups
of states. 17 The NAT airspace is subdivided into seven flight information regions
(FIRs) and control areas (CTAs): Bodo Oceanic, Gander Oceanic, New York Oceanic,
12. See note 11 above
13. See note 11 above
14. Eurocontrol, "Central Route Charges Office"
15. Eurocontrol, "Pan-European Economic Role"
16. see note 15 above
17. NAT-SPG, "North Atlantic Operations Manual"
Reykjavik Oceanic, Santa Maria Oceanic, Shanwick Oceanic, and Sondrestrom. The
FIR boundaries are shown in figure 1. Although the state responsible for each FIR
typically provides services, flights above FL195 in the Sondrestrom FIR are
controlled by Reykjavik and Gander.' 8 Additionally, all flights flying north of lat
45°N are considered to utilize some Icelandic and Danish infrastructure and thus pay
some user charges to Iceland and Denmark, despite never physically entering their
airspace. 19
Figure 1: North Atlantic FIR boundaries2 0
Wd~r
wNm
18. See note 17 above
19. ICAO, "Joint Financing in Iceland"
20. Karlsson, Gaudet, Odoni, "North Atlantic Fee Analysis"
On"
Historically, the stakeholders in the North Atlantic have worked together to
provide for aviation needs in the region. The first Joint Financing Arrangement for
North Atlantic services was in response to traffic growth post-World War II.21 Air
navigation services were urgently needed, but the countries best equipped to serve the
airspace (i.e., Denmark and Iceland) were only modest users, in terms of number of
flights, of the air navigation system. The decision to jointly finance weather ships
was made during a North Atlantic Ocean Stations (NAOS) conference, held in
1946.22 Initial investments were financed by the member countries, usually in
proportion of the number of aircraft from each country using the system. The
agreements and services evolved over time and, starting in 1974, user charges were
levied on aircraft operators. 23 The intent of user charges was the full recovery of
costs allocable to civil aviation.
Service enhancements in the North Atlantic, such as the 1997 implementation of
the first phase of reduced vertical separation minima (RSVM), are often jointly
financed.24 RVSM is supported through joint investment by Canada, Iceland, Ireland,
Portugal, the United Kingdom, and the U.S. and is administered by ICAO. Each
nation is responsible for a share of the initial infrastructure costs. Operational,
maintenance, depreciation, and administrative costs are met through a single user
charge.25 This charge provides a precedent for a single charge for North Atlantic
services.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
This thesis progresses from an overview of the current charge structure in the
North Atlantic Oceanic Region and the 2006 revenues under the current structure to
an analysis and discussion of different forms of harmonization and their associated
impacts on stakeholders. The results of this analysis serves as the basis of a
comparison of possible harmonization schemes in the North Atlantic and for a
21. ICAO, "North Atlantic Joint Financing"
22. See note 21 above
23. See note 21 above
24. See note 21 above
25. See note 21 above
discussion on the broader topic of user charge harmonization and associated
approaches.
Chapter 2 describes the current charge structure of the North Atlantic airspace,
presenting an in-depth discussion of the methodologies employed by each ANSP, as
well as of the exemption rules applied within each FIR. This foundation is followed
by an introduction to the North Atlantic Fee Analysis Model (NATFAM) which
discusses the source data, and the creation and functionality of the model itself.
NATFAM is first used to calculate CY2006 revenues and traffic for each service
provider. The initial results show that annual North Atlantic navigation and
communication revenues in 2006 were in excess of $226 million USD, with an
average charge of $393 per flight. The charge paid ranges from $0.04 to $3868
depending on aircraft size and routing.26 The chapter concludes with the results of
the NATFAM 2006 analysis for different user groups, reporting average charges for
different aircraft sizes, route distances, and origin-destination regions. They show
that light aircraft pay on average a lower user charge ($97) than medium ($182) and
heavy ($469) aircraft. Average charges also increase with North Atlantic distance
with an average charge of $83 per flight traversing less than 1000 nautical miles over
the North Atlantic and an average charge of $871 per flight for those traversing more
than 2,000 nautical miles.
In Chapter 3, an analysis of one possible approach to charge harmonization is
presented. The chapter starts with a description of the "semi-independent"
harmonization approach (i.e., one in which the methodology used is harmonized
across ANSPs, but charge collection and rate setting are performed separately by each
ANSP) and reports the results generated by NATFAM. In the semi-independent
approach, the assumption of revenue neutrality is employed: the total revenue
collected by each ANSP is set equal to the 2006 revenue under the existing charge
structure. The potential charge structures modeled are a flat charge, a distance-based
charge, and a combination of weight-based and distance-based charges. A flat
charges scheme would result in ANSP charges ranging from $15 (Denmark) to $679
26. This range of charges does not include exempt flights which pay $0.
(Portugal2 7), with an average flat charge per ANSP of $217. The distance-based rates
range from $0.01 per nautical mile (Denmark) to $2.23 per nautical mile (Norway)
and the average distance rate across all the service providers is $0.45 per nautical
mile. The weight- and distance-based semi-independent harmonization results in
service unit rates ranging from $0.30 (Denmark) to $69.53 (Norway), with an average
service unit rate of $13.17 being collected by each ANSP. The analysis also shows
the impact of each charge structure on different user/stakeholder groups.
In Chapter 4, the harmonization analysis continues by examining the
consequences of a possible "full" harmonization of the North Atlantic charge
structure, which would not only apply the same methodology in setting charges, but
would also fully harmonize charges across ANSPs. Thus, the full harmonization
analysis includes charge structure decisions that include all ANSPs, as well as the
allocation of revenues amongst the ANSPs. The analysis, once again, utilizes
NATFAM as its principal tool. The resulting fully harmonized flat charge is $393,
which would be payable for any flight entering North Atlantic airspace regardless of
distance, route, or aircraft size. Similarly, the harmonized distance rate would be
$0.28 per nautical mile and the service unit rate $7.28. Chapter 4 also includes a
discussion of an "optimal fixed charge plus variable charge" structure that minimizes
the maximum revenue impact on any single ANSP. The optimal fixed charge is $119
per North Atlantic flight with a variable charge of $0.14 per nautical mile, as
computed by employing linear programming techniques.
Chapter 5 concludes the thesis by summarizing the findings and presenting
opportunities for future research.
27. The NATFAM data is missing some intra-Europe flights, which enter Santa Maria but are not
classified as "North Atlantic" flights by Eurocontrol. Using the total number of flights and charges
from the CRCO report the flat charge required to maintain revenue neutrality is $503.
Chapter 2: Analysis of North Atlantic User Charges in 2006
2.1 Current user charge structure
The charging system in the North Atlantic (NAT) is complex, with the
complexity partially driven by the number of parties and jurisdictions involved. Eight
different countries collect revenues for NAT services, the region is divided into seven
flight information regions (FIRs), there are five different methods for setting user
charges, and four different entities collect the charges. The countries receiving
revenues for air traffic control and communication services are Canada, Denmark,
Iceland, Ireland, Norway, Portugal, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
There is typically a one-to-one relationship between the country and FIR. For
example, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) provides service for flights in
the New York Oceanic FIR on behalf of the United States. In this case, the FAA also
bills the airspace users and collects the charges for the services rendered. However,
in the case of the Shanwick FIR two countries are jointly responsible for providing
services: the United Kingdom and Ireland.
To further complicate matters, some countries receive compensation for flights
flying outside their FIR. There is a Joint Financing Agreement under which Denmark
and Iceland collect charges for all flights north of lat 450N and between long 150W
and 60'W. The agreement was created to help Denmark and Iceland to recoup North
Atlantic infrastructure investment. Under the agreement, flights entering Canadian,
British, and Irish NAT airspace pay Denmark and Iceland regardless of whether they
enter the Sondrestrom or Reykjavik FIRs. The parties responsible for servicing and
collecting charges for each of the seven NAT FIRs are shown in table 1.
Table 1: North Atlantic FIR-country relationships
FIR Country receiviing revenues for flights in FIR Entity responsible for fee collection
*Eurocontrol
*Canada on all flights
*Denmark and Iceland for those flights west of lat 60oW
'NAV Canada
'National Air Traffic Services Ltd. (NATS)
New York Oceanic
Reykjavik
Santa Maria
'United States
-Denmark and Iceland
-Portugal
*FAA
'National Air Traffic Services Ltd. (NATS)
*Eurocontrol
'Ireland communications fee for all flights
'United Kingdom navigation fee for all flights
*Denmark and Iceland for those flights east of lat 150W
'Eurocontrol
'National Air Traffic Services Ltd.
*National Air Traffic Services Ltd.
*National Air Traffic Services Ltd. (NATS)
Bodo -Norway
Gander
Shanwick
(NATS)
(NATS)
*Denmark and IcelandSondrestrom
There are user charges associated with flying through each of these regions.
These charges are set by individual air navigation service providers (ANSPs) and in
some cases through multilateral agreements among stakeholder countries. The
oceanic charge structures for 2006 and published exemptions for each FIR are
presented in Sections 2.1.1 to 2.1.7.
2. 1.1 Bodo
The Bodo Oceanic FIR is under the control of Norway. Avinor, Norway's state-
owned Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), provides air navigation services for the Bodo
FIR and the charges are collected by Eurocontrol. Avinor uses the standard
Eurocontrol charge equation for en route services in Eurocontrol member countries.
The 2006 user charge was 55.42 Euros ($69.53 USD) per service unit, while the
number of service units is determined as a function of the maximum take-off weight
(MTOW) of the aircraft involved and of the great circle distance (GCD) traveled
(equation 1).' The unit rate is set to achieve full cost recovery and is the same across
all of Norway's FIRs.
GCD, MTOW
100 50
Equation 1: Eurocontrol formula
The charges are collected by Eurocontrol and include an administrative charge,
which Eurocontrol keeps (EUR 0.16 per service unit 1/1/2007). 2 Several exemptions
apply, including those for aircraft less than 2 metric tons (these aircraft pay an annual
charge), and for search and rescue, training, test, circular, and State flights.3
2.1.2 Gander
NAV Canada, Canada's national civil aviation authority, operates the Gander
Oceanic FIR/CTR. NAV Canada's charge has two parts. The first is an en route
facility and service charge, which is a flat charge of CDN$97.12 4 ($86.60 USD) per
1. ICAO, "Air Navigation Tariffs"
2. Ministry of Transport and Communication, "Regulation Concerning Charges"
3. See note 2 above
4. A rate adjustment of CDN $3.35 applied to the basic navigation charge from 1/1/2006 to 9/1/2006
resulting in a navigation charge of CDN $100.47 per flight
flight.5 The second part is an international communication services charge.
Communication charges are assessed to any flight communicating with Gander
Oceanic controllers even if the flight is outside the physical FIR boundaries.6 The
charge is differential, with higher rates for HF radio than for datalink communications.
The effective communication charge was CDN$52.33 ($46.12 USD) for HF radio air-
ground communications and CDN$26.44 ($23.30 USD) for datalink position
reporting until May 2006. T NAV Canada implemented new charges in May 2006
which are CDN$61.00 ($53.76 USD) for HF radio and CDN$22.96 ($20.23 USD) for
datalink, providing further incentives for air carriers to convert to datalink.8
Certain flights are exempt from the NAV Canada user charges. Small Canadian-
registered aircraft, fewer than three metric tons, pay an annual charge in lieu of the
standard charges. The annual charge is a flat charge for privately owned aircraft not
used for business purposes and varies by aircraft weight for aircraft used for any
business purpose. Flights from the United States to Canada and vice versa are
exempt from the communications charge, but are still subject to the en route facility
and service charge. Additionally, flights north of the 60t parallel destined for
Greenland have a charge reduction resulting in the oceanic charges being 40 percent
of what would otherwise be payable. Other exemptions listed in NAV Canada's
"Customer Guide to Charges" are enumerated below.9
" gliders, ultralights and balloons;
* all aircraft weighing less than 617 kg (1,360 pounds);
* aircraft or flights dedicated to search and rescue operated under the direction
of police or the Department of National Defense;
* aircraft or flights dedicated to firefighting and related operational training;
* aircraft or flights dedicated to air ambulance operations paid by government;
* test flights performed exclusively for the following purposes (i.e., flights also
serving any other purpose, such as the return trip from the maintenance
facility, do not qualify):
5. See note 1 above
6. Jeff Pechard, teleconference with author, November 15, 2007.
7. See note 1 above
8. NAV Canada, "Customer Guide to Charges"
9. See note 8 above
o testing aircraft following overhauls, modifications, repairs and
inspections for which a certificate of compliance is to be given; or
o enabling aircraft to qualify for the issue or renewal of a certificate of
airworthiness;
o flights aborted (not reaching their next destination and returning to the
point of flight departure) due to weather conditions;
o flights taking part in air shows;
o flights operated exclusively for a registered charity as defined in the
Income Tax Act (Canada) or equivalent foreign statute;
o state aircraft of a foreign country, unless charging has been authorized
by an Order-in-Council;
o aircraft or flights operated under the authority of the Canadian
Minister of National Defense.
Additionally, flights in Gander, between east of lat 601W, pay user charges to
Denmark and Iceland under the Joint Financing Agreement. The charge is a flat
charge per effective crossing of the North Atlantic. Fees are assigned as full, two-
thirds, and one-third crossings depending on the origin-destination pair. The charge
is collected by North Atlantic Air Services Ltd. (NATS) and is only collected once
for each flight (i.e., if a flight enters Sondrestrom and Gander only one crossing
charge is paid to Denmark). The rate and reductions are described in detail in the
Reykjavik and Sondrestrom sections.
2.1.3 New York Oceanic
The FAA operates the New York Oceanic FIR. The U.S. is one of few countries
not imposing en route navigation charges on flights originating or departing from its
airports. 10 However, flights entering New York Oceanic airspace, which do not
involve a U.S. airport, are assessed an en route charge. The charge is distance-based
at a rate of $0.1594 USD per nautical mile (nm) traveled. 1
Flights entering the New York Oceanic FIR departing or arriving from an airport
in the U.S. pay for en route services via international arrival and departure taxes. In
10. de Neufville, Odoni, "Airport Systems"
11. See note 1 above
2006, these taxes amounted to $14.50 USD per passenger. 12 These taxes are used for
several purposes within the FAA and the portion allocated to North Atlantic
operations is unknown. In addition, Canada to Canada flights entering New York
Oceanic are exempt from en route charges.
2.1.4 Reykjavik
The Reykjavik FIR is the oceanic sector above and surrounding Iceland. User
charges apply to flights entering the Reykjavik FIR and flights north of lat 450 N and
between long 151W and 60°W. The charge level is set using a cost recovery
methodology. Total costs are calculated pursuant to the terms laid out in the
"Agreement on the Joint Financing of Certain Air Navigation Services in Iceland" as
amended by the Montreal Protocol of 1982.13 The total costs include provision of air
navigation services, a charge to meet ICAO's administrative costs, and a payment to
the United Kingdom for billing and collecting the charge.' 4 Iceland contributes five
percent of the costs, as recognition of the benefit derived from operating the service.
The majority of the remaining 95 percent of the total allowable costs are financed
through civil aviation user charges.' 5
The user charge is determined by dividing the total cost equally among all North
Atlantic "effective" crossings. A North Atlantic crossing is defined as any flight
crossing between Europe and North America, north of the 45h parallel N and between
meridians 151W and 600 W (note this includes the majority of the Gander, Shanwick,
and Sondrestrom FIRs) with the following exceptions:
* Flights between Greenland and Canada, the U.S., or Iceland and flights
between Iceland and Europe are counted as 1/3 of a crossing
* Flights between Greenland and Europe and flights between Iceland and
Canada or the U.S. are counted as 2/3 of a crossing
12. ATA, "International Departure/Arrival Taxes"
13. ICAO, "Joint Financing in Iceland"
14. ICAO, "North Atlantic Joint Financing"
15. See note 14 above
Thus, 95 percent of the total forecasted cost is divided by the number of effective
crossings to arrive at the user charge. In 2006, the charge was $76.95 per crossing. 16
If traffic or cost forecasts result in revenues exceeding costs, the user charge for the
subsequent year is reduced, so that the total revenues collected over the two years is
forecast to be equal to the cost of providing service for the two years. Similarly, the
charge is increased if revenues in the prior year did not cover 95 percent of the actual
costs. 17 As a result, there can be large fluctuations in the user charge between years.
2.1.5 Santa Maria
NAV Portugal provides air navigation services for the Santa Maria FIR. As a
Eurocontrol member, Portugal uses the standard Eurocontrol charge equation. Users
in 2006 were charged EUR 14.64 Euros ($18.37 USD) per service unit, where a
service unit is a function of the MTOW and the distance traveled (Equation 1). 18
The charges are collected by Eurocontrol. It is interesting to note Portugal sets
separate service unit rates for the Santa Maria Oceanic FIR and the Lisboa FIR
potentially implying different cost structures between their continental and oceanic
operations.19
2.1.6 Shanwick
Shanwick is the contraction of Shannon and Prestwick, the two air traffic control
facilities which control aircraft in the northeast portion of the North Atlantic. The
user charge in the Shanwick FIR is a two part flat charge consisting of a flat charge
assessed for air navigation services and another for communication services. In
addition, NATS manages the traffic in the Shanwick Oceanic Control Area. NATS
was granted a license from the United Kingdom's government in March of 2001, but
is subject to government price caps on Oceanic services. 20 The UK's Civil Aviation
Authority sets limits on the maximum allowable revenues using a single till approach.
16. See note 1 above
17. See note 13 above
18. See note 1 above
19. The Lisboa FIR service unit rate in 2006 was 49.21 Euros ($61.74 USD)
20. ICAO, "Case Study: United Kingdom"
In 2006, the associated flat charge for navigation services was 56.01 British pounds
($103.05 USD).21
The communication charge, in 2006, was 39.75 Euros ($50.83 USD).22 As of
November 1, 2004 the Irish Aviation Authority (IAA) transferred the calculation,
billing, and collection of the communication charges to Eurocontrol.23 Thus, a
portion of the communication revenues remain with Eurocontrol for their services and
the remainder is disbursed to Ireland. Several exemptions exist including aircraft less
than 5.7 metric tons, search and rescue, training, test, circular, and State flights.24
In addition to the charges levied by the United Kingdom and Ireland, Denmark
and Iceland also collect user charges for flights east of long 15oW in Shanwick under
the Joint Financing Agreement. The user charges are flat charges based on the
"equivalent North Atlantic crossing" and are collected by NATS. 25 For a detailed
discussion of the charges see the Reykjavik and Sondrestrom charge descriptions.
2.1.7 Sondrestrom
The Civil Aviation Administration of Denmark operates the Sondrestrom FIR
under FL 195. The user charge for Sondrestrom is a simple flat charge. Every flight
entering the airspace pays DKR 91.85 ($15.45 USD) per North Atlantic crossing. 26
The charge is billed and collected through NATS. As of this writing, no
supplemental information on exemptions and charge collections has been received.
Flights above FL 195 are handled by Canada or Iceland, depending on their
location within the airspace. 27 As of the time of this paper, no information has been
received on the charges associated with the administration of these services. It is
unclear whether the Gander or Reykjavik charge applies and which entity the revenue
goes to. However, the Sondrestrom flat charge is collected for all flights north of
45°N and between 150W and 60°W. This includes the majority of flights in the
Gander, Reykjavik, and Shanwick FIRs.
21. See note 1 above
22. See note 1 above
23. Eurocontrol, "Route Charge System 2006"
24. Bill McFie, Finance Manager ScOACC/MACC, email message to author, July 3, 2007.
25. See note 14 above
26. See note 1 above
27. ICAO, "Guidance Concerning Air Navigation"
2.1.8 North Atlantic charge structure summary
The lack of harmonization among the North Atlantic ANSPs is evident in the
2006 charging structures. Charging methodologies include purely distance-based
charges, simple flat charges, differential communication charges, aircraft weight and
distance charges. A summary of the different charging methodologies applied by
each country in each North Atlantic FIR is shown in table 2.
Table 2: Summary of charge structures
FIR (row), Canada Denmark Iceland Ireland Norway Portugal United United States
Country Kingdom
imposing
charge
(col.)
Bodo *Distance-
and weight-
based fee
Gander * flat navigation fee * Flat fee per * Flat fee per
* differential flat "effective "effective
comm. fee (HF or crossing" crossing"
datalink)
New York * Distance-based fee
for overflights
* Arrival/ Departure
tax for international
flights
Reykjavik * Flat fee per * Flat fee per
"effective "effective
crossing" crossing"
Santa Maria *Distance-
and
weight-
based fee
Shanwick * Flat fee per * Flat fee per * Flat * Flat
"effective "effective comm. fee navigation
crossing" crossing" fee
Sondrestrom * Flat fee per * Flat fee per
"effective "effective
crossing" crossing"
2.2 Methodology and data analysis
In this Section, the baseline 2006 North Atlantic user charges are computed using
the individual ANSPs' charge structures and exemptions (Section 2.1), as
documented in the ICAO document 7100, and using a database of 2006 flight data.
Utilizing the tool created for the baseline analysis, various charge scenarios are
considered. For each scenario the charges paid to each service provider, at the
individual flight level, are calculated. This level of granularity allows for tradeoff
analyses and stakeholder impacts to be explored.
2.2.1 Data sources
The database, referred to as the North Atlantic Traffic Fee Analysis Model
(NATFAM), is a unique compilation of flight specific data. NATFAM was created
primarily leveraging Eurocontrol flight information records and Enhanced Traffic
Management System (ETMS) data. A systematic random sample of 30 days of traffic
in CY2006 was specified and the associated data collected. The distribution of the
sample dates across the year and the mix of days-of-the-week in the sample mitigates
biases created by seasonal and daily differences in traffic (appendix A).
The primary data source, the set of flight information records provided by
Eurocontrol, contains 38,041 flights over the 30-day sample. Each record includes
origin-destination pair, aircraft type, FIR, time in and out of the FIR, and actual
distance traveled in the FIR. The database includes all flights entering Eurocontrol
airspace and at least one North Atlantic FIR (i.e., Bodo, Gander, New York Oceanic,
Reykjavik, Santa Maria, Shanwick, or Sondrestrom) with the exception of some intra-
Europe flights. 28 Therefore, the Eurocontrol data does not include any North Atlantic
flights that do not enter any Eurocontrol FIRs (e.g., South America-Canada flights).
The ETMS data was used to supplement the Eurocontrol flight data and the resulting
NATFAM contains 47,516 flight records.
28. Eurocontrol does not classify all flights entering North Atlantic FIRs as "North Atlantic" flights.
Therefore, some intra-Europe flights are omitted from the database. The impact of these missing
flights is minimal except in the case of Santa Maria, where the number of flights is under-represented
by roughly 20 percent.
2.2.2 Data processing and validation
The raw data was received at the FIR level for each flight (i.e., each flight had
several records, one for each FIR entered). Using a database management tool, the
raw data was processed into individual flight records including flags for FIRs entered,
actual distances traveled in each FIR, origin-destination pair, aircraft type, and
MTOW. Six percent of the Eurocontrol flight records received did not enter any one
of the seven defined North Atlantic ANSPs and were eliminated from the database.
The aircraft MTOW was calculated using the IACO aircraft type code, which was
part of the data sample, and the ICAO standard weights by aircraft type (appendix B).
The ETMS data was used to supplement to the Eurocontrol data. Flights which
exist in the ETMS data, but not in the Eurocontrol data are added to NATFAM. The
only flights that should be present in the ETMS data, but not in the Eurocontrol data,
are those flights which do not enter the Santa Maria, Bodo, or Shanwick FIRs. As the
majority of trans-Atlantic flights enter Santa Maria or Shanwick the number of ETMS
flights added to the NATFAM database is small (approximately 9,000) relative to the
number of flights added from the Eurocontrol data.
There is no documentation of the criteria for tracking flights by ETMS. Thus, it
is possible some flights may be missing from both the Eurocontrol and the ETMS
data. However, the number of flights missing from both datasets and thus NATFAM
is hypothesized to have a minimal impact on the relevance of NATFAM's charge
analyses. This is because the routes excluded from the Eurocontrol dataset are
primarily inter-North America routes, which are often exempt from North Atlantic
charges as part of agreements between Canada and the United States.
The NATFAM database was validated through comparisons with ANSP level
data. Six of the seven ANSPs submitted supplemental data. 29 The contents of the
supplemental data varied across ANSPs. Some ANSPs submitted detailed flight
records on the individual flight basis, whereas others supplied aggregate traffic
numbers. The total 2006 revenues, flights, service units, and distance traveled in each
FIR were calculated independently using the ANSP data or from the CRCO's annual
29. As of the writing of this thesis no supplemental data has been received from Sondrestrom.
report.30 These results were compared to the totals generated using the NATFAM
database. In all cases except Santa Maria, the NATFAM database was within
reasonable ranges of the traffic and revenue numbers reported by the ANSPs
(appendix C).
2.2.3 Charge calculations
Applying the charge structures from Section 2.1 to the individual flight records,
enables the calculation of the North Atlantic user charge assessed to each flight.
Although, to our knowledge, the NATFAM database is the most complete dataset of
North Atlantic flight data available anywhere, there are some limitations worth noting.
The flight data from Eurocontrol does not include any flight identifiers, thus
NATFAM may include otherwise exempt flights (e.g., military and test flights).
Detailed data on these flights is available for Santa Maria and helps to illustrate the
small impact these flights have on NATFAM's results. The CRCO 2006 report on
charges states roughly 118,000 service units were generated by exempt flights. 31 This
represents less than 0.4 percent of Santa Maria's total service units. Exemption rules
are used to identify flights which are not subject to the standard charges. However,
NATFAM is only able to model the exemptions for which it has the underlying data.
For example, NATFAM can identify small aircraft and circular routes. During the
charge calculation process, these flights are correctly exempted from charges or
receive charge discounts.
Additionally, the FAA does not directly collect a New York Oceanic charge for
flights arriving in or departing from the United States. These users pay for en route
services via the international arrival/departure passenger tax. However, the portion of
this tax used for New York Oceanic operations is unclear. The passenger taxes go
into the Airport and Airways Trust Fund, which partially funds the FAA.32 The FAA
is also funded through the General Fund. Therefore, the portion of the tax linked to
New York Oceanic operations is difficult to estimate. To complicate the issue, a
flight utilizing New York Oceanic airspace landing at JFK will pay the same
30. See note 23 above
31. See note 23 above
32. FAA, "Airport Trust Fund"
international arrival tax as a flight landing at LAX despite the fact that the flight
landing at LAX uses substantially more en route navigation services than the JFK
flight. Since the unit rate for overflights is set to $0.1594 per nautical mile,33 it is
assumed that non-overflights incur the same costs. Therefore, NATFAM assumes
non-overflights are billed at the same rate for use of New York Oceanic's airspace as
overflights. In other words, all non-exempt flights, arriving to and departing from a
U.S. airport are treated as if they are charged $0.1594 per nautical mile traveled in the
New York Oceanic FIR. A comparison between the total estimated international
arrival and departure taxes paid by these flights and the estimated New York Oceanic
portion was conducted to ensure the validity of this assumption (appendix D).
Finally, service units were calculated using the actual distances in lieu of the GCD.
The data used to create NATFAM was received in actual distances for each FIR.
Since the exact entry and exit coordinates in the FIR were not included in the data,
the GCD could not be calculated. This impacts the baseline charge calculations for
the Bodo and Santa Maria FIRs and will also impact the harmonization approaches
which incorporate distance. However, the difference in the two measures is
negligible over short distances. A comparison was performed for the December 8,
2006 sample and the total distances were within 7 percent of the GCD distances
(appendix E).
2.3 2006 Results
The flight specific data make it possible to perform a wide range of analyses
through the NATFAM tool; charge changes and their implications can be calculated
on an individual flight basis. However, the first step is to calculate the charges
collected by each ANSP in 2006 under the current charging policies. This exercise
provides a baseline for comparison with other charging schemes, as well as for
validating NATFAM. The baseline revenues are annualized calculations of the
NATFAM sample navigation and communication charges. Thus, the 2006 baseline
results indicate the actual revenues collected by each ANSP in aggregate, as well as
the charge paid by each individual flight to each ANSP. Additionally, the baseline
analysis provides information on traffic volumes, markets served, aircraft assignment,
33. See note 1 above
and other factors relevant to performing subsequent harmonization scenarios. In this
section, an example of the NATFAM results for a single flight will be presented
followed by a summary of revenue and traffic in each ANSP. The results will then be
analyzed with respect to various stakeholder groups. The charges paid by different
aircraft sizes, origin-destination regions, and North Atlantic route distance segments
are presented and their implications discussed.
2.3.1 Sample flight calculation
Consider a Boeing-777-200 aircraft, with a MTOW of 247 metric tons, which
traveled from Tampa, Florida (KTPA) to London, England (EGKK). The great circle
route is shown in figure 2 and illustrates the path a flight between Tampa, Florida and
London, England takes across the Atlantic Ocean. As you can see in the figure, the
flight traverses U.S., Canadian, and United Kingdom airspace en route to London. A
summary of the associated charges the flight was assessed is presented in table 3.
Figure 2: KPTA to EGKK illustrative route map
North Atlantic FIRs entered Distance traveled (nm) ANSPs imposing charge
New York Oceanic 1030 United States
Gander 421 Canada, Denmark, and Iceland
Shanwick 882 Ireland, United Kingdom, Denmark and Iceland
Table 3: KTPA-EGKK illustrative North Atlantic charges
ANSP imposing charge Navigation charge Communication charge Other charges Total charges
Canada $88 $36 -- $124
Denmark -- -- $15 $15
Iceland - -- $77 $77
Ireland -- $50 -- $50
United Kingdom $103 -- $103
United States $164 -- -- $164
Total North Atlantic $356 $86 $92 $534
The route used traversed parts of the New York Oceanic, Gander, and Shanwick
FIRs, in that order. Additionally, it entered the airspace north of 45oN between 15'W
and 600 W and thus was subject to Denmark and Iceland's charges. Since the flight
departed a U.S. airport, it is exempt from New York Oceanic charges. However, the
flight pays for the New York Oceanic air navigation services through the international
departure tax. The departure tax in 2006 was $14.50 per passenger. The number of
seats on a B777-200 is 395 and an average load factor of 79.2 percent is applied.34
The resulting estimated departure tax collected for the flight is $4,536. As discussed
in Section 2.3.3, the amount of this tax revenue which is subsequently allocated to
New York Oceanic services is unknown. For the purposes of NATFAM, the
"default" charge assumed for New York Oceanic is the amount the flight would have
paid if it were an overflight (i.e., $0.1594 per nautical mile in New York Oceanic).
The flight traverses 1,030 nm in NY Oceanic and is thus assessed a $164 charge
(1030 * $0.1594). Note the NATFAM charge amounts to only 3.6 percent of the total
estimated international departure tax collected for the flight.
Next, the flight enters Gander and pays a flat charge of $124, which includes a
navigation charge and a communication charge. Note that the communication charge
computed by NATFAM is a weighted average of the datalink and HF radio
communication charges, where the weights are the percent of Gander traffic using
each type of communication service (i.e., 45 percent datalink and 55 percent HF
radio). A weighted average of the communication charges is used because the
NATFAM data does not indicate the type of air-to-ground communication employed
34. The average load factor for domestic and international travel on U.S. carriers in 2006, as reported
by the Bureau of Transportation Statistics, is 79.2 percent
by each flight. In traversing Gander airspace, the flight crosses into the region which
is subject to the Denmark and Iceland charges under the Joint Financing Agreements
and thus pays a charge to each of these countries. Finally, the flight enters
Shanwick's airspace before landing at London Gatwick. The flight pays a flat
navigation charge of $103 to NATS (UK) and a communications charge of $50 to
Ireland.
The NATFAM estimated total user charges for the North Atlantic air navigation
services are $534. The flight enters the airspace of three different North Atlantic
FIRs and pays charges collected by four separate entities (i.e., FAA, NAV Canada,
Eurocontrol, and NATS). 35 These charges will, in turn, be received as revenues by
six different countries (the United States., Canada, Denmark, Iceland, the United
Kingdom, and Ireland).
2.3.2 ANSP 2006 North Atlantic Revenues
The flight data from the 30 day sample was annualized to estimate the total
revenue for each North Atlantic member country. The results are shown in table 4.
Table 4: 2006 Annualized North Atlantic
Joint Financing
ANSP Navigation Communication Agreement Total
Canada $ 31,308,798 $ 14,505,768 $ 45,814,565
Denmark $ 1,106,797 $ 5,561,561 $ 6,668,358
Iceland $ 7,412,604 $ 25,798,198 $ 33,210,802
Ireland $ 18,705,346 $ 18,705,346
Norway $ 4,474,868 $ 4,474,868
Portugal $ 55,402,627 $ 55,402,627
United Kingdom $ 38,648,884 $ 38,648,884
United States $ 24,060,489 $ 24,060,489
Total North Atlantic $ 162,415,068 $ 33,211,114 $ 31,359,759 $ 226,985,940
The total estimate for CY2006 revenues derived from the provision of air
navigation services over the North Atlantic is approximately $227 million. The
revenues vary greatly between the different ANSPs with Portugal collecting the
largest sum ($55 million) and Norway the smallest ($4.5 million). The disparity in
revenue is, in part, driven by differences in traffic through each ANSP. Table 5
35. Note that these are the NATFAM results. In reality the airline would not pay a user charge for New
York Oceanic, rather the passengers would pay a $14.50 international departure tax.
36. New York Oceanic charges calculated under the assumption that all flights pay at the overflight
rate of $0.1594/nm)
shows the annualized traffic numbers, average stage lengths, and average aircraft
MTOW for each ANSP estimated by NATFAM.
Table 5: 2006 North Atlantic traffic characteristics
Number of Total distance
FIR flights (nm)
Bodo 7,835 2,008,510
Gander 365,973 292,442,530
New York 207,235 150,952,934
Reykjavik 100,436 55,927,756
Santa Maria 81,638 75,085,537
Shanwick 375,062 202,907,673
Sondrestrom 71,637 33,023,132
Total service
units
64,356
11,231,796
5,520,860
2,039,974
3,016,225
7,913,635
1,391,109
Average MTOW
(metric tons)
150
215
195
194
235
222
259
Gander, Shanwick, and New York service the majority of the flights, as the most
popular North Atlantic tracks enter those ANSPs. (Note that although Denmark and
Iceland do not necessarily provide services to these flights they still collect charges
from them.) NATFAM estimates these three service providers account for 63 percent
of the North Atlantic revenues and 79 percent of the traffic. Thus, traffic volume is
not the only factor driving differences in revenue. Other factors such as rates charged,
aircraft fleet composition and distance flown impact the total revenues of FIRs.
2.3.3 North Atlantic user charges by aircraft size
The aircraft in the sample were classified using the ICAO weight standard
categories, which are shown in table 6.37 Aircraft weight can be used as a proxy for
different user groups. For example, light aircraft are likely representative of general
aviation users. The medium category includes commercial revenue flights as well as
private business jets. The heavy category includes large commercial passenger and
cargo aircraft.
Table 6: ICAO weight categories
MTOW (metric tons) ICAO classification
< 7 Light
7-136 Medium
>136 Heavy
37. CNRS, "ICAO Separation Standards"
The North Atlantic aircraft mix is dominated by heavy aircraft with 73 percent of
the traffic. Medium aircraft constitute 26 percent of the traffic and light aircraft
represent only 1 percent. The average charge paid by each aircraft size category in
2006 is shown in table 7. These results serve as the baseline for the harmonized
charge comparison.
Table 7: Average 2006 North Atlantic charge by aircraft size
Average North Total 2006 revenue
Aircraft type Atlantic charge # of aircraft % of traffic contribution (USD)
Light $ 97 3,030 0.2% $ 293,609
Medium $ 182 150,295 19.0% $ 27,322,635
Heavy $ 469 424,787 80.8% $ 199,369,696
Total North Atlantic $ 393 578,111 100.0% $ 226,985,940
Note that, as aircraft size increases, the average charge increases, as well.
Aircraft size is a factor in calculating the charge only in the cases of the Bodo and
Santa Maria FIRs. As shown in Section 2.3.2 these FIRs service a relatively small
percentage of the North Atlantic traffic. Therefore, the relationship between aircraft
size and North Atlantic charges is not strictly driven by aircraft weight. For example,
smaller aircraft have shorter range and probably enter fewer FIRs than their larger
counterparts. Analysis shows that, as the number of FIRs entered increases, the
average North Atlantic charge increases too. Thus, the relatively low charges for
light aircraft are primarily driven by the routes flown, not their weight.
Additionally, smaller aircraft tend to pay less than heavier aircraft due to charge
exemptions and discounts. Bodo, Gander, and Shanwick exempt aircraft below a
specified MTOW threshold from the standard user charges (Section 2.1). In several
cases, these aircraft are charged though other means such as an annual user charge.
However, these charges are not accounted for in the NATFAM model. The percent
of light aircraft receiving charge exemptions and the subsequent decrease in North
Atlantic charges paid for each qualified flight are shown in table 8. The average
exemption of $20 for light aircraft accounts for a portion of the difference in charges
between light and medium aircraft.
Table 8: Impact of MTOW exemptions
Total # of Number of light aircraft
light aircraft exempt due to size
258 175
Percent of light aircraft
exempt due to size
68%
Average value
of exemption
$20
2.3.4 North Atlantic user charges by North Atlantic distance
It is sometimes argued that air navigation services workload is correlated with the
distance traveled. While a flight is within a given FIR, the ANSP controlling the FIR
is responsible for providing routing and communication services. If a flight is
traveling a longer distance within the FIR, it is logical the flight will require more
support from the ANSP than a flight only briefly entering the airspace. Thus, it
makes sense to consider distance traveled when setting cost-based user charges. In
order to fully understand the potential impact of implementing a distance-based
charge, it is helpful to understand how distance currently impacts North Atlantic
charges. An understanding of the baseline interactions between distances and charges,
will allow for an analysis of the impact of harmonization on various users. Table 9
lists the average charges and traffic volumes for each of four North Atlantic distance
categories.
Table 9: 2006 North Atlantic user charges by route distance
North Atlantic Average North
distance (nm) Atlantic charge # of aircraft % of traffic
< 1,000 $ 83 135,963
1,001 - 1,500 $ 360 238,820
1,501 - 2,000 $ 399 100,326
> 2,000 $ 871 103,003
Total North Atlantic $ 393 578,111
24% $
41% $
17% $
18% $
100% $
Total 2006 revenue
contribution (USD)
11,242,912
85,994,791
40,015,401
89,732,837
226,985,940
The average North Atlantic user charge increases with the distance flown. Flights
in the first two distance categories (i.e., flying less than 1,500 nm in the North
Atlantic) pay on average less than the NATFAM average charge. These flights
represent 65 percent of all traffic. A minority of flights, which travel more than
2,000 nm and account for 18 percent of NATFAM flights, pay more than twice the
average user charge. It is clear that distance impacts the total North Atlantic user
charge. However, the distance flown is only directly incorporated into Bodo and
Santa Maria's charging methodology. Flight distance affects user charges mainly as a
o
result of an increase in the number of FIRs entered. This relationship can be observed
in table 10. Flights flying longer distances enter more FIRs and pay charges to more
ANSPs.
Table 10: Average number of FIRs entered by NAT distance
North Atlantic Average # of Average # of
distance (nm) FIRs entered ANSPs paid
< 1,000 1.06 1.43
1,001 - 1,500 2.06 4.83
1,501 - 2,000 2.75 4.55
> 2,000 2.87 4.93
Total North Atlantic 2.09 4.00
2.3.5 North Atlantic user charges by origin-destination regions
The NATFAM data do not include airline or flight identification. As a result, the
charges paid by individual airlines are unknown. The airlines are key stakeholders in
charge harmonization, thus the implications of the charge structures for airlines is a
critical consideration. For example, it would be undesirable to have the burden of a
new charge structure fall, to an undue extent, on any particular subset of airlines.
To examine these implications we have used origin-destination regions as a proxy
for airline groupings. For example, a direct flight from Frankfurt to Buenos Ares
would most likely be operated by Lufthansa. Since the majority of North Atlantic O-
D pairs are served by a variety of airlines and to consolidate the results, the analysis is
conducted at the ICAO region level (Figure 4). The average North Atlantic charge
paid by flights traveling between regions and the associated traffic volumes are
shown in appendix F. The results for a sample of O-D regions are presented table 11.
Table 11: 2006 North Atlantic traffic and charges by region
Average North Atlantic Percent of North
Origin region Destination region user charge (USD) Atlantic traffic
Canada $ 329 6.17%
Canada $ 210 0.12%
Caribbean $ 62 0.45%
Northern Europe $ 341 3.10%
Southern Europe,lsrael and Turkey $ 400 1.46%
USA $ 128 0.03%
Caribbean $ 323 6.70%
Canada $ 64 0.41%
Caribbean $ 64 0.05%
Northern Europe $ 1,134 0.89%
Southern Europe,Israel and Turkey $ 1,382 0.57%
USA $ 68 4.75%
Northern Europe $ 372 27.65%
Canada $ 312 3.26%
Caribbean $ 1,177 0.84%
Northern Europe $ 225 1.00%
USA $ 355 19.12%
Southern Europe,Israel and Turkey $ 502 12.75%
Canada $ 388 1.45%
Caribbean $ 1,345 0.64%
USA $ 452 7.63%
USA $ 354 35.03%
Canada $ 116 0.05%
Caribbean $ 66 4.77%
Northern Europe $ 379 18.78%
Southern Europe,Israel and Turkey $ 472 7.73%
Total North Atlantic $ 393 100%
As seen in table 11, the majority of North Atlantic flights, approximately 69
percent, are between Canada, the U.S., the Caribbean, and Europe. Within those high
traffic regions, the highest North Atlantic user charges are paid for flights operating
between the Caribbean and Europe. The average North Atlantic charge paid for
flights serving Europe-Caribbean markets is $818 or $425 more than the average
North Atlantic charge paid across all O-D pairs. The relatively high charges are due
to the specific FIRs entered and the total distance flown in North Atlantic airspace. It
is interesting to note that the composition of the fleet serving those markets is
virtually identical to that of the complete NATFAM dataset. Therefore, aircraft size
is not a contributing factor to the high charges in the Europe-Caribbean markets.
On average, flights accessing any part of the North Atlantic enter 2.09 FIRs.
However, flights between the Caribbean and Europe enter 2.27 FIRs on average. As
several FIRs impose a flat charge, the average charge increases with the number of
FIRs entered. Additionally, 69 percent of flights to/from the Caribbean and Europe
enter Santa Maria. As discussed in Section 2.3.2, Santa Maria has the highest average
user charge.
Flights serving the following high traffic O-D regions pay less on average than
the average North Atlantic user charge: Canada-Caribbean, Canada-Europe, Canada-
U.S., U.S.-Caribbean, and U.S.-Northern Europe. The low charges are a result of the
relatively short routes, flight exemptions, and the number of FIRs entered.
Chapter 3: Semi-Independent Charge Harmonization
Semi-independent harmonization refers to the consistency of the charging
methodology across service providers. Under this approach, each jurisdiction would
set their unique charge level. For example, a semi-independent flat charge would
require each provider to charge on a per flight basis, but would allow providers to
determine what rate to charge. The reason for the latter is that differences in the size,
amount of traffic, governing structure, technology, productivity, etc. of the North
Atlantic flight information regions (FIRs) may result in differences in air navigation
service provider (ANSP) costs. Therefore, it may be desirable to keep the charge
setting responsibilities within the control of each ANSP rather than relinquishing
control to a unified entity. This approach allows each ANSP to set their revenue
objectives (e.g., cost recovery, reasonable return on investment) while instituting a
harmonized charge structure for the oceanic airspace.
As modeled using the North Atlantic Fee Analysis Model (NATFAM), the semi-
independent approach to charge harmonization assumes ANSP revenue neutrality.
This means each service provider will receive the same revenue under the harmonized
charging schemes in 2006 as they did without harmonization. Table 12 below shows
the target revenue amounts for each ANSP. These values are simply the NATFAM
estimated total revenues for each ANSP in 2006.
Table 12: Semi-independent harmonization ANSP revenue requirements
ANSP 2006 North Atlantic charges
Canada $ 45,814,565
Denmark $ 6,668,358
Iceland $ 33,210,802
Ireland $ 18,705,346
Norway $ 4,474,868
Portugal $ 55,402,627
United Kingdom $ 38,648,884
United States $ 24,060,489
3.1 Flat charge scenario
3.1.1 Description of flat charge
A flat charge scenario charges users on a per flight basis. Thus, the distance
flown, equipment, and other factors have no bearing on the charge. The premise of a
flat charge structure is that the workload imposed on the system is independent of
flight characteristics. As stated in the International Civil Aviation Organization's
(ICAO's) working papers for the "Conference on the Economics of Airports and Air
Navigation Services", "an allowance should be made for the use of a fixed charge per
aircraft," in situations where weight is not reasonably linked to the cost of providing
service.' The document goes on to say "handling a large aircraft flying straight and
level in the upper airspace is no more complex than handling a lighter aircraft flying
straight and level in the same airspace." 2
In 2006, five North Atlantic ANSPs used a flat charge: Canada, Denmark, Iceland,
Ireland, and the United Kingdom. It is interesting to note that Canada and the United
Kingdom only impose flat user charges for oceanic service, implying they believe
there is a difference between the cost drivers for oceanic services versus those for
typical en route or terminal services.
In order to implement the flat charge harmonization scenario, the NATFAM data
is aggregated at the ANSP level to include the total number of flights charged and the
total revenues collected. 3 To calculate the necessary flat charge rate to impose, while
maintaining revenue neutrality, the total charges collected are simply divided by the
total traffic charged. The resulting flat charges are shown in table 13.
Table 13: Flat charge under semi-independent harmonization
ANSP 2006 North Atlantic charges # of flights charged Required fiat fee
Canada $ 45,814,565 365,864 $ 125
Denmark $ 6,668,358 449,984 $ 15
Iceland $ 33,210,802 449,984 $ 74
Ireland $ 18,705,346 375,062 $ 50
Norway $ 4,474,868 7,835 $ 571
Portugal $ 55,402,627 81,638 $ 679
United Kingdom $ 38,648,884 375,062 $ 103
United States $ 24,060,489 207,235 $ 116
1. ICAO, "Role of Weight in Charging"
2. See note 1 above
3. The number of flights charged includes those flights assessed by Denmark and Iceland even though
the flight may not have entered Sondrestrom or Reykjavik airspace
3.1.2 Flat charge impact by aircraft size
As discussed in Section 2.3.3, the baseline user charge increases with aircraft size.
This relationship is not strictly a function of aircraft weight, as only two ANSPs
incorporate aircraft weight explicitly into their charging methodology. Fleet
assignment plays a role in this interdependence. Small aircraft typically fly shorter
routes, entering fewer FIRs and paying fewer ANSPs than their larger counterparts.
This relationship will remain intact under the semi-independent harmonization (i.e.,
the total charges for light aircraft will remain less than those for medium and heavy
aircraft). However, within each ANSP the charges paid by the light aircraft will
increase and be equivalent to the charges paid by all other aircraft. The effects,
however, are tempered by the fact that five ANSPs are already employing flat
charging schemes. The associated NATFAM results are presented in table 14.
Table 14: Impact of semi-independent flat charge by aircraft size
Average North Atlantic charge Average baseline North % increase from
Aircraft type under flat fee approach Atlantic charge baseline charge
Light $ 186 $ 97 92.4%
Medium $ 226 $ 182 24.5%
Heavy $ 453 $ 469 -3.5%
Total North Atlantic $ 393 $ 393 0.0%
The directional changes in the average user charges are intuitive given the
baseline relationship between aircraft size and user charge. However, the impact on
light aircraft is larger than anticipated, nearly doubling the average charge paid by
light aircraft users. There are two main drivers of this disproportionate increase.
First, the flat charge methodology assumes all flights pay equal charges, meaning
there are no flight exemptions. Therefore, previously exempt users now have to pay.
This impacts over a third of all light aircraft flying in North Atlantic airspace. Second,
the repercussions of a flat charge in Santa Maria and Bodo are large as a result of
fleet composition and routing. To maintain revenue neutrality, the flat charges
required for Bodo and Santa Maria are $571 and $679 respectively. In Santa Maria,
the average charge for a light aircraft would thus increase from $60 to $679 under a
flat charge.
Medium aircraft users would experience a roughly 25 percent increase in North
Atlantic charges. However, the actual dollar increase is small (i.e., $44) and is
probably inconsequential to commercial air carriers. Heavy aircraft users will
average a $16 decrease in their North Atlantic user charge. Similarly, this amount
represents a small fraction of the revenue from a commercial flight.
In summary, light aircraft users are most negatively impacted from a flat charge
harmonization approach. This user group includes general aviation and some charter
services. As these types of flights have little or no revenue, the magnitude of the
change in user charge may be meaningful to their operations. Conversely, as
discussed above, commercial carriers utilizing medium and heavy aircraft are likely
to be indifferent to the methodological change in charge structure as it has no
meaningful impact on their costs.
3.1.3 Flat charge impact by North Atlantic Route distance
The baseline user charge increases with North Atlantic distance (Section 2.3.4).
Thus, a harmonized flat charge might be expected to decrease the average charge
levied from flights flying long distances, while increasing the average charge paid by
those flying short distances. The results, however, are again counterbalanced by the
fact that five ANSPs already employ a flat charge methodology. The NATFAM
results are presented in table 15.
Table 15: Impact of semi-independent flat charge by NAT distance
North Atlantic Average North Atlantic charge Average baseline North % increase from
distance (nm) under flat fee approach Atlantic charge baseline charge
< 1,000 $ 139 $ 83 67.7%
1,001 - 1,500 $ 358 $ 360 -0.7%
1,501 - 2,000 $ 418 $ 399 4.9%
> 2,000 $ 784 $ 871 -10.0%
Total North Atlantic $ 393 $ 393 0.0%
The impact of a semi-independent flat charge harmonization varies with North
Atlantic route distance. Users flying less than 1,000 nautical miles (nm) in the North
Atlantic (24 percent of flights) are the hardest hit. These users would pay 68 percent
more under an ANSP-level flat charge than they pay currently. The charge increase
for short-haul flights is driven by the removal of charge exemptions and reductions.
For instance, Denmark's and Iceland's charges are based on "equivalent crossings".
Under the baseline system, flights flying shorter routes pay a lower charge despite the
"flat charge" structure in Denmark and Iceland. The semi-independent harmonization
approach charges a single flat charge for each ANSP regardless of the O-D pair or
route distance. Therefore, flights flying less than an "equivalent crossing" would pay
the same charge in Denmark and Iceland to those flying a "full crossing".
User charges for flights flying between 1,001 and 1,500 nm in the North Atlantic
are virtually unaffected by the proposed system. This user group is the largest
amongst all of the North Atlantic distance groups, representing 41 percent of North
Atlantic traffic. Many of these flights fly full "effective crossings" across the
Northern portion of the Atlantic, thus already paying the full flat charge rate to each
applicable service provider.
Users flying between 1,501 and 2,000 nm in the North Atlantic would experience
a small charge increase. Typically, these flights briefly enter at least one of the
ANSPs currently using a distance-based rate. Because the flights flew short distances
within these FIRs, their user charges were relatively small. However, if the flat
charge methodology were implemented, these users would be charged the same
amount as flights flying long routes through the FIRs, thus increasing their total North
Atlantic charge.
Users flying the longest distances in the North Atlantic benefit from the proposed
charging scheme. Flights traveling more than 2,000 nm in the North Atlantic would
pay 10 percent less under the ANSP-level flat charge scenario than under the baseline
system. These flights typically fly a large portion of their North Atlantic routes
through FIRs which currently incorporate distance into their charging formula (i.e.,
Bodo, New York Oceanic, and Santa Maria). Therefore, under a flat charge approach,
these flights are favored by the increase in user charges for flights flying shorter
routes.
3.1.4 Flat charge impact by origin-destination region
The anticipated impact of an ANSP-level flat charge for origin-destination (0-
D) pairs is minimal for the majority of the routes, with the largest impact on
Caribbean routes. As noted in Section 2.3.5, 78 percent of the North Atlantic traffic
is between North America, the Caribbean, and Europe with 13.32 percent of the
traffic being between the Caribbean and North America or Europe (10.38 percent
North America - Caribbean, 2.94 percent Europe-Caribbean). The remaining 22
percent is divided among many other O-D regions, each individually representing an
insignificant amount of traffic. Table 16 presents the NATFAM results for high-
traffic O-D region pair.
Table 16: Impact of semi-independent flat charge by O-D region
Atlantic charge Average baseline % increase
under flat fee North Atlantic from baseline
Origin region Destination region approach charge charge
Canada $ 344 $ 329 4.3%
Canada $ 206 $ 210 -1.6%
Caribbean $ 116 $ 62 87.7%
Northern Europe $ 340 $ 341 -0.3%
Southern Europe,lsrael
and Turkey $ 437 $ 400 9.0%
USA $ 119 $ 128 -6.8%
Caribbean $ 308 $ 323 -4.8%
Canada $ 118 $ 64 85.2%
Caribbean $ 116 $ 64 81.5%
Northern Europe $ 997 $ 1,134 -12.1%
Southern Europe,Israel
and Turkey $ 973 $ 1,382 -29.6%
USA $ 116 $ 68 71.1%
Northern Europe $ 366 $ 372 -1.6%
Canada $ 309 $ 312 -0.9%
Caribbean $ 972 $ 1,177 -17.4%
Northern Europe $ 196 $ 225 -12.8%
USA $ 358 $ 355 0.9%
Southern Europe,Israel and Turkey $ 495 $ 502 -1.4%
Canada $ 428 $ 388 10.2%
Caribbean $ 994 $ 1,345 -26.1%
USA $ 465 $ 452 2.8%
USA $ 371 $ 354 4.7%
Canada $ 119 $ 116 3.0%
Caribbean $ 116 $ 66 75.2%
Northern Europe $ 384 $ 379 1.3%
Southern Europe,lsrael
and Turkey $ 497 $ 472 5.3%
Grand Total $ 377 $ 374 1.0%
Under a flat charge system, flights involving high-traffic North Atlantic regions
will experience a 1 percent charge increase. However, within the region pairs there
are strong "winners" and "losers". Users serving Canadian-Caribbean and U.S.-
Caribbean markets would pay 75 to 87 percent more on average than under the
baseline system. These increases are driven by the change in New York Oceanic
charges. The baseline NATFAM model assumes a distance-based charge of
$0.15/nm for all flights entering New York Oceanic's FIR. Under the flat charge
scenario, the distance-based rate is replaced by a $116 charge per flight. Flights from
the U.S. to/from the Caribbean typically fly shorter distances in the New York
Oceanic FIR than flights to/from Europe fly and as a consequence will pay more
under the flat charge than under the distance-based charge. However, in reality the
flights to/from the U.S. would pay for New York Oceanic services through the U.S.'
complex system of ticket taxes and user charges - not through direct distance-based
charges for oceanic services. Thus, if flights involving U.S. airports continue to pay
for U.S. oceanic services through other taxes and fees, the U.S.-Caribbean users
would be excluded from the harmonization and the associated NATFAM results
would be irrelevant.
The change in New York Oceanic charges is also the root cause of the charge
increase between Canadian and Caribbean markets. However, in the case of the
Canadian flights, the NATFAM results are more applicable than they are in the U.S.-
Caribbean case. Canada-Caribbean flights are U.S. overflights and as such pay
directly for New York Oceanic services via a distance-based charge. Therefore, the
baseline charges modeled in NATFAM are representative of the actual user charges.
Similarly, the NATFAM flat charge simulation results represent the actual impact on
users serving the Canadian-Caribbean markets.
The airlines and other user groups serving Caribbean-European markets are
among the "winners" under this scenario. These users would see average North
Atlantic charges dropping 12 to 30 percent. The flights between these O-D regions
typically fly long distances in the Santa Maria FIR. Santa Maria's baseline charge
methodology incorporates distance. Therefore, Caribbean-European flights pay
amongst the highest user charges in Santa Maria. Implementing a flat charge, while
maintaining revenue neutrality for Portugal, favors these flights. The user charges for
these flights typically decrease by several hundred dollars. Compared to the total
estimated revenues or operating cost for such a flight, the charge reduction is small.
However, for airlines predominantly serving the Caribbean-European markets the
total cost savings could be meaningful.
3.1.5 Assessment of flat charge harmonization
With more than half of the North Atlantic ANSPs already using flat charge
structures, the effort required for this harmonization approach may be less than for
other alternatives, partly because the impact on users will be relatively modest in
those ANSPs already employing flat charges. However, ANSPs may be concerned
that their ability to shape users' behavior through charges will be limited. For
example, Canada motivates users to shift from outdated HF radio communications to
datalink through a differential charge. Canada's communication charge is a flat fee
regardless of the communication type, but is higher for HF radio. Under a semi-
independent harmonization approach ANSPs would not have the ability to impose
these types of charges.
Despite the prevalence of flat charge structures in the North Atlantic, there may
be resistance to this type of harmonization because it is misaligned with Eurocontrol
practices (i.e., the Eurocontrol formula includes weight and distance). Additionally,
the impact of a flat charge will be mixed among user groups. In ANSPs not currently
using a flat charge, those user groups currently paying relatively high charges (e.g.,
large aircraft and aircraft traversing longer routes) will likely benefit from a flat
charge, while those paying relatively low charges (e.g., small aircraft and aircraft only
briefly entering an ANSP) will likely suffer from a flat charge methodology.
3.2 Distance-based charge scenario
3.2.1 Description of distance-based charge
A distance-based methodology is built on the premise that air traffic servicing
workload is linked to flight time. Using distance as a metric in lieu of actual travel
time, removes complications introduced by in-air delays (i.e., higher charges being
for flights subject to air delay, thus twice penalizing the flight through the cost of the
delay itself and through a higher air navigation service charge). A secondary impact
of using distance instead of duration is that larger aircraft pay more than they would if
time were used as the variable, since larger aircraft typically have greater cruise
speeds. Currently, only New York Oceanic employs a pure distance-based
methodology. However, distance is a component in both Portugal's and Norway's
charge methodologies.
To explore user impacts, a distance-based scenario was created using NATFAM.
The ANSP-level distance rates were calculated using 2006 traffic and revenue data.
To ensure revenue neutrality, each ANSP's revenue was divided by the total distance
traveled by flights charged.4 The resulting values are shown in table 17.
Table 17: Distance-based rates under semi-independent harmonization
2006 North Atlantic total distance (nm) of Required distance/rate
ANSP charges flights charged (USD/nm)
Canada $ 45,814,565 292,442,530 $ 0.16
Denmark $ 6,668,358 584,301,090 $ 0.01
Iceland $ 33,210,802 584,301,090 $ 0.06
Ireland $ 18,705,346 202,907,673 $ 0.09
Norway $ 4,474,868 2,008,510 $ 2.23
Portugal $ 55,402,627 75,085,537 $ 0.74
United Kingdom $ 38,648,884 202,907,673 $ 0.19
United States $ 24,060,489 150,952,934 $ 0.16
Six of the eight rates range from $0.01 to $0.09 per nm. Norway's and Portugal's
rates are outliers at $2.23 and $.074, respectively. The range of rates is influenced by
the 2006 revenues and traffic. However, assuming the ANSPs are driven primarily
by cost recovery, the difference in rates also implies differences in the underlying
production costs. Total cost is composed of fixed and variable costs. Fixed costs
include the ANS infrastructure and other cost components which are independent of
traffic volumes. Variable costs include labor and other cost components which
depend on traffic levels. Thus, relatively low traffic FIRS, such as Bodo, may incur
relatively low variable costs, but have fixed costs comparable to those of their North
Atlantic peers. The interactions between fixed and variable costs may thus drive the
large differences in North Atlantic distance-based rates shown in table 17. However,
in the absence of detailed cost records, this is merely a hypothesis.
3.2.2 Distance-based charge impact by aircraft size
Under a distance-based scenario, user charges are driven by flight length and the
specific FIRs entered. Intuitively, light aircraft have shorter range than large aircraft
and will typically fly shorter routes. Thus, one would expect the average light aircraft
user's charge to decrease. Conversely, one would expect heavy aircraft to fly longer
4. Note Denmark and Iceland collect user charges for flights which do not enter their FIRs. The
calculations include the distance for these flights. For example, if the flight flies 200 nm in Shanwick,
Denmark's and Iceland's "total distance of flights charged" each increases by 200 nm.
and pay more under this scenario. The relevant NATFAM results are presented in
table 18.
Table 18: Impact of semi-independent distance-based charge by aircraft size
Average North Atlantic charge Average baseline North % increase from
Aircraft type under distance-rate approach Atlantic charge baseline charge
Light $ 115 $ 97 18.5%
Medium $ 194 $ 182 6.6%
Heavy $ 465 $ 469 -0.9%
Total North Atlantic $ 393 $ 393 0.0%
The directional change in the charges is counter-intuitive. Light aircraft users
will pay, on average, $18 more than under the baseline system. This increase is
primarily driven by the removal of charge exemptions for light aircraft. Previously
exempt light aircraft would now pay a distance-dependent charge. Medium aircraft
users, on average, pay 7 percent higher charges than under the baseline system.
Heavy aircraft users are the "winners" in this scenario, paying $4 less per flight than
they did under the baseline system. This decrease is driven partly by the FIRs entered.
Long flights tend to fly the majority of their trajectory through the FIRs with lower
per nautical mile rates. The removal of aircraft weight from the calculation of the
user charge in Santa Maria also contributes to the charge decrease for heavy aircraft.
3.2.3 Distance-based charge impact by North Atlantic distance
The impact of a distance-based charge by total North Atlantic route distance
category is explored and the results are shown in table 19.
Table 19: Impact of semi-independent distance-based charge by NAT distance
North Atlantic Average North Atlantic charge Average baseline North % increase from
distance (nm) under distance-rate approach Atlantic charge baseline charge
< 1,000 $ 75 $ 83 -9.3%
1,001 - 1,500 $ 367 $ 360 1.9%
1,501 - 2,000 $ 414 $ 399 3.9%
> 2,000 $ 850 $ 871 -2.4%
Total North Atlantic $ 393 $ 393 0.0%
Under a distance-based scenario, one would expect the North Atlantic user charge
to increase with distance. Indeed this is the general trend observed. However,
depending on their routing two flights flying the same total distance could pay very
different charges. This is because the harmonization approach allows for rates to be
set at the ANSP-level and maintains revenue neutrality. The "effective" charge paid
per nautical mile for each distance category is shown in table 20. The "effective"
charge is calculated by dividing the average charge by the average North Atlantic
distance.
Table 20: Effective distance rates by NAT distance
North Atlantic Average North Atlantic charge Average total North Average effective distance-
distance (nm) under distance-rate approach Atlantic distance (nm) rate (USD/nm)
< 1,000 75 442 0.1698
1,001 - 1,500 367 1,388 0.2645
1,501 - 2,000 414 1,699 0.2439
> 2,000 850 2,431 0.3496
Total North Atlantic 393 1,405 0.2794
The "effective" charge per nautical mile varies widely across different distance
categories, ranging from $0.17 to $0.35 per nm. Consequently, flights flying over
2,000 nm in the North Atlantic pay twice as much per nautical mile as flights flying
less than 1,000 nm in the North Atlantic. Recall that the rationale for a distance-
based approach is that en route service workload is correlated with the en route
distance traveled. However, the semi-independent approach leads to an incongruity
between the rationale and the observed outcome. Flights flying through FIRs with
higher revenues (and presumably a higher cost base) will pay significantly more per
nm than those flying through the lower revenue FIRs. Given this scenario, the three
most expensive FIRs to fly through are Bodo, Santa Maria and Shanwick. The per
mile rate for all North Atlantic FIRs are shown in table 21. s
Table 21: FIR unit rate under distance-based scenario
Charge under distance-based
FIR scenario (USD/nm)
Bodo $ 2.23
Santa Maria $ 0.74
Shanwick $ 0.35
Gander $ 0.22
New York $ 0.16
Reykjavik $ 0.06
Sondrestrom $ 0.01
5. Flights entering Shanwick are assessed charges for Ireland, the United Kingdom, Denmark, and
Iceland resulting in a high total charge per nautical mile; take alone none of these four ANSPs has a
particularly large unit rate or total North Atlantic revenue stream.
Thus, user charges are heavily dependent on routing. Flights flying the longest
routes tend to have long trajectories through the higher unit rate FIRs. The average
percent of North Atlantic route miles flown in each of the seven North Atlantic FIRs
is shown in table 22. Note that the FIRs are listed in order from highest to lowest unit
charge to illustrate the relationship between North Atlantic distance category and
percentage of the flight path flown in high-rate FIRs.
Table 22: North Atlantic routing by NAT distance category
North Atlantic Average percent of total North Atlantic distance flown in
distance (nm) Bodo Santa Maria Shanwick Gander New York Reykjavik Sondrestrom
< 1,000 1.2% 1.2% 2.6% 1.2% 63.6% 30.1% 0.0%
1,001 - 1,500 0.1% 0.4% 36.0% 57.5% 0.2% 3.2% 2.7%
1,501 - 2,000 0.4% 4.7% 23.9% 39.7% 5.2% 13.3% 12.7%
> 2,000 0.1% 25.9% 16.5% 13.4% 41.2% 1.8% 1.0%
Total North AtlanI 0.2% 9.2% 25.0% 36.0% 18.6% 6.9% 4.1%
Table 22 illustrates the root cause for the differences in average charges. The
clear "winners" under this scenario are users flying less than 1,000 nm in the North
Atlantic. This user group typically flies the majority of their flight-path in the New
York Oceanic and Reykjavik FIRs. These FIRs have among the lowest unit rates,
contributing to an "effective" unit rate of 17 cents for short-haul flights. Users flying
less than 1,000 nm will average a 9.3 percent decrease in North Atlantic charges. The
decrease is driven by the replacement of a flat charging structure with a distance-
based charging structure in Shanwick and Gander. Short-haul flights typically fly a
minority of their routes in Shanwick and Gander (2.6 and 1.2 percent respectively).
Under this scenario, these flights are no longer subject to the same charges as flights
flying predominantly in those regions.
Conversely, the users flying long-haul North Atlantic flights (i.e., > 2,000 nm)
tend to fly over a quarter of their route through Santa Maria, which has the second
highest distance rate. An additional 17 percent of the flight-path is spent in Shanwick,
which has the third highest rate. Therefore, it is not surprising that the "effective"
charge per nautical mile is highest for this user category. However, it is surprising
that flights flying over 2,000 nm in the North Atlantic are still "winners" in the sense
that their average user charge decreases by 2.4 percent. Despite the high charge per
nm traveled the average North Atlantic charge decreases by $21. The decrease is
driven by Santa Maria shifting from a weight- and distance-based charge to a purely
distance-based charge. Aircraft assigned to the longest routes tend to be amongst the
heaviest aircraft. Therefore, removing MTOW from Santa Maria's calculation
reduces their charge and subsequently the total charge for long-haul flights.
3.2.4 Distance-based charge impact by origin-destination region
An ANSP-level distance charge will have little impact on average North Atlantic
charges paid by O-D region. Users serving O-D markets that require routes through
the "high-rate" FIRs already pay disproportionably high user charges as a result of the
relatively high revenues required to operate these FIRs. However, in the case of long-
haul Caribbean flights the charge decreases. The charge reductions are driven by the
removal of the weight component from Santa Maria's charging formula. Flights from
the Caribbean to Northern Europe are charged 10.3 percent less under the pure
distance-based charge than under the current weight- and distance-based charge. A
summary of the impact of user groups serving high-traffic O-D markets is presented
in table 23.
Table 23: Impact of semi-independent distance-based charge by region
Average North Atlantic Average baseline % increase
charge under flat fee North Atlantic from baseline
Origin region Destination region approach charge charge
Canada $ 333 $ 329 1.0%
Canada $ 26 $ 210 -87.5%
Caribbean $ 62 $ 62 0.0%
Northern Europe $ 339 $ 341 -0.5%
Southern Europe,lsrael
and Turkey $ 430 $ 400 7.4%
USA $ 122 $ 128 -4.1%
Caribbean $ 293 $ 323 -9.3%
Canada $ 63 $ 64 -0.6%
Caribbean $ 64 $ 64 0.0%
Northern Europe $ 1,018 $ 1,134 -10.3%
Southern Europe,Israel
and Turkey $ 1,215 $ 1,382 -12.1%
USA $ 68 $ 68 0.0%
Northern Europe $ 371 $ 372 -0.2%
Canada $ 311 $ 312 -0.1%
Caribbean $ 1,060 $ 1,177 -9.9%
Northern Europe $ 251 $ 225 11.7%
USA $ 357 $ 355 0.8%
Southern Europe,israel and Turkey $ 510 $ 502 1.7%
Canada $ 413 $ 388 6.2%
Caribbean $ 1,185 $ 1,345 -11.9%
USA $ 472 $ 452 4.4%
USA $ 370 $ 354 4.7%
Canada $ 118 $ 116 2.4%
Caribbean $ 66 $ 66 0.0%
Northern Europe $ 394 $ 379 4.1%
Southern Europe,lsrael $ 501 $ 472 6.1%
Grand Total $ 379 $ 374 1.4%
3.2.5 Assessment of distance-based charge
Currently, only the United States uses a distance-based rate and it is only applied
to a subset of the traffic (i.e., U.S. overflights). Despite the inferred lack of
acceptance given current practices, the semi-independent approach modeled may
mitigate the service providers' resistance. For the purposes of this analysis the
harmonization is revenue neutral. Therefore, the service providers would not
experience any changes in the charges collected under the new system and thus
theoretically should not oppose the system. However, the system users may oppose
the change in charging methodology pending its impact on the charges for which they
are responsible.
Broadly speaking, under this scenario, flights traveling short distances are
expected to pay less than under the current system and those flying large distances are
expected to pay more. Thus, one would expect longer-haul users to oppose a
distance-based user charge. However, the broad range of the ANSP specific rates can
lead to counter-intuitive results. For example, a flight flying 1 nm through Bodo
would be assessed the same charge as a flight flying 223 nautical miles through
Sondrestrom. Therefore, the routing of the flight (i.e., the FIRs entered) may have a
larger impact on the North Atlantic user charge than the distance flown.
3.3 Weight- and distance-based charge scenario
3.3.1 Description of weight- and distance-based charge
ICAO recommends that en route user charges be based on the distance flown and
"less than proportionally" on the aircraft weight. 6 This type of formula links the user
charge to both the workload and "ability to pay". Distance is used as a measure of the
workload imposed by the flight whereas; the weight is an indicator of the users
"ability to pay". A common implementation of these two factors is the "Eurocontrol"
or "Belgium" formula (Figure 2) and is already used in Santa Maria and Bodo.
NATFAM was used to simulate a weight- and distance-based harmonization. The
total number of service units generated in each ANSP was tailed. Next, the number
of service units is divided by each ANSP's 2006 revenue, Note that using the 2006
6. ICAO, "Charges for Airports and Navigation"
baseline revenues in the denominator ensures ANSP-level revenue neutrality. The
resulting service unit rates are presented in table 30.
Table 24: ANSP service unit rates required for revenue neutrality
2006 North Atlantic Total # of service Required service
ANSP charges units unit rate
Canada $ 45,814,565 11,231,796 $ 4.08
Denmark $ 6,668,358 22,576,514 $ 0.30
Iceland $ 33,210,802 22,576,514 $ 1.47
Ireland $ 18,705,346 7,913,635 $ 2.36
Norway $ 4,474,868 64,356 $ 69.53
Portugal $ 55,402,627 3,016,225 $ 18.37
United Kingdor $ 38,648,884 7,913,635 $ 4.88
United States $ 24,060,489 5,520,860 $ 4.36
The service unit rates range from $0.30 to $69.53. The broad range of service
unit rates is driven by the heterogeneity of the service providers. Each ANSP has
unique production cost and financial accounting systems (i.e., how the service
providers allocate infrastructure cost among terminal area, en route, oceanic, and
other services). As discussed in Section 3.2.1, these differences are amplified by
differences in traffic.
Many countries treat en route oceanic services as a distinct category of charges.
The cost of providing oceanic services is calculated separately from other en route
services due to differences in workload and infrastructure investments. For example,
Portugal calculates separate service unit rates for the Lisboa and Santa Maria FIRs.
The resulting service unit rates are 49.21 Euros and 14.47 Euros for Lisboa and Santa
Maria respectively, reflecting differences in production costs and traffic across the
two FIRs.7
Not all countries separate the oceanic FIRs from other en route FIRs in their
charge calculations. For instance, Norway charges a single service unit rate across all
its en route FIRs. Although, specific information on infrastructure cost, the
homogeneity of Norway's en route traffic, and other factors are unknown, it is
apparent that the Bodo service unit rate is the highest among the North Atlantic
ANSPs. The average Eurocontrol service unit rate, as reported in the Central Route
7. Eurocontrol, "Route Charge System 2006"
Charges Office (CRCO) 2006 report, is 58.84 Euros.8 Therefore, Norway's charge is
within a reasonable range amongst all Eurocontrol's members. However, the average
service unit charge for the North Atlantic FIRs is $13.17 (and only $5.12 if Norway is
excluded from the calculation). This could imply that the cost of oceanic en route
services in Bodo is inflated by the aggregation of all of Norway's en route costs.
Canada's, Ireland's, the United Kingdom's, and the United States' service unit
rates are relatively consistent, potentially implying similar cost structures and/or
traffic. The service unit rates for Denmark and Iceland are low as a result of the Joint
Financing Agreement. Denmark and Iceland collect user charges from flights to
which they do not directly provide service, but for which they are partially
responsible for the cost of infrastructure. Thus, the total costs they incur may be less
than those of the other countries participating in the agreement and they can spread
the cost over more flights resulting in low service unit rates.
3.3.2 Weight- and distance-based charge impact by aircraft size
Large aircraft are anticipated to be the "losers" of a weight- and distance-based
charge. Service units are a function of weight. Therefore, as weight increases the
number of billable service units increases. The simulation results are presented in
table 25.
Table 25: Impact of semi-independent Eurocontrol formula by aircraft size
Average North Atlantic charge under Average baseline North % increase from
Aircraft type Eurocontrol formula approach Atlantic charge baseline charge
Light $ 16 $ 97 -83.0%
Medium $ 109 $ 182 -40.0%
Heavy $ 496 $ 469 5.6%
Total North Atlantic $ 393 $ 393 0.0%
Under the baseline charging system, the average user charge increases with
aircraft size. A large commercial carrier flying a heavy aircraft pays almost five
times as much per North Atlantic flight as a user operating a light aircraft. These
differences are amplified under the Eurocontrol formula harmonization approach.
Heavy aircraft operators would pay 30 times the average charge of light aircraft users
and nearly five times the rate of medium aircraft users. Despite the disparity of
8. See note 7 above
charges across user groups, heavy aircraft only pay $30 (5.6 percent) more than under
the baseline system. Since 75 percent of the North Atlantic traffic is heavy aircraft,
minimal charge increase for this group allows for significant charge decreases for
other users. Light and medium aircraft users benefit from the reallocation of North
Atlantic costs, paying 83 and 40 percent less respectively.
The charge decreases for light and medium aircraft users is the direct result of
including MTOW in the charge calculation and not a result of the relationship
between aircraft size and route distance. As seen in Section 3.2.2, under a purely
distance-based semi-independent harmonization the average charges for light and
medium aircraft actually increases from the baseline.
Given these results, the light aircraft users (e.g., general aviation) would probably
strongly support this type of charge structure. The implications for the other user
stakeholders are less clear. Medium aircraft users would pay on average $71 less in
North Atlantic charges. However, this fee reduction is probably inconsequential in
terms of flight operating cost. Additionally, medium aircraft operators probably
represent commercial carriers who also operate heavy aircraft. The net result for
these airlines is likely a negligible impact on their bottom-line. Therefore, it is
unlikely commercial airlines would devote resources lobbying for or against a
Eurocontrol formula harmonization.
3.3.3 Weight- and distance-based charge impact by North Atlantic distance
The implications of the ANSP service unit rate scenario by North Atlantic
distance should be considered from two perspectives: 1) the impact on users as
measured as a change from the baseline 2006 charging system, and 2) the overall
equity and/or fairness of the resulting charges.
Under the baseline system, North Atlantic user charges increase with the distance
flown. This is a result of the several ANSPs currently incorporating distance into
their charging formula (i.e., Norway, Portugal, and New York), flights flying longer
routes entering a large number of FIRs, and those flights with the longest North
Atlantic routes being more likely to enter the FIRs with the higher user charges.
Therefore, it is anticipated that the relationship between distance and user charge will
hold under the Eurocontrol formula harmonization. The NATFAM results are
presented in table 26.
Table 26: Impact of semi-independent Eurocontrol formula by NAT distance
North Atlantic Average North Atlantic charge under Average baseline North % increase from
distance (nm) Eurocontrol formula approach Atlantic charge baseline charge
< 1,000 $ 54 $ 83 -34.9%
1,001 - 1,500 $ 361 $ 360 0.3%
1,501 - 2,000 $ 423 $ 399 6.1%
> 2,000 $ 883 $ 871 1.3%
Total North Atlantic $ 393 $ 393 0.0%
Notice that the average user charge still increases as the North Atlantic distance
increases. However, flights flying less than 1,000 nm will experience a 35 percent
decrease in their average user charge. These flights are typically flown by light
aircraft. Thus, these users benefit from both the incorporation of maximum takeoff
weight (MTOW) and distance into the charging methodology. The real dollar amount
changes for each of the other distance user groups are negligible. Therefore, under
the first criterion for evaluation (i.e., the consistency in charges for the users) the
harmonization approach is relatively stable.
Consistency in charges does not imply fairness or equity in the charging system.
Flights flying over 2,000 nm pay 17 times as much in North Atlantic user charges as
those flying less than 1,000 nm. It is debatable whether the cost of servicing these
flights justifies such a great difference in the charges.
3.3.4 Weight- and distance-based charge impact by origin-destination region
As seen in Section 2.3.5, North Atlantic user charges vary by O-D region. These
variations are driven by the differences in charges across individual ANSPs as
dictated by the differences in their costs. The NATFAM scenarios assume flights fly
the same routes independent of any changes in charges. Therefore, any semi-
independent harmonization approach requiring ANSP revenue neutrality will have
little impact on the relative charges between different O-D regions. A summary of
the new charges, baseline charges, and the percent change is presented in table 27.
Table 27: Impact of semi-independent Eurocontrol formula by region
Average North Atlantic Average baseline % increase
charge under Eurocontrol North Atlantic from baseline
Origin region Destination region formula approach charge charge
Canada $ 292 $ 329 -11.3%
Canada $ 15 $ 210 -93.0%
Caribbean $ 39 $ 62 -36.9%
Northern Europe $ 306 $ 341 -10.2%
Southern Europe,Israel
and Turkey $ 367 $ 400 -8.4%
USA $ 59 $ 128 -53.6%
Caribbean $ 303 $ 323 -6.4%
Canada $ 40 $ 64 -37.9%
Caribbean $ 32 $ 64 -49.4%
Northern Europe $ 1,124 $ 1,134 -0.9%
Southern Europe,Israel
and Turkey $ 1,360 $ 1,382 -1.6%
USA $ 46 $ 68 -32.4%
Northern Europe $ 376 $ 372 1.3%
Canada $ 282 $ 312 -9.6%
Caribbean $ 1,158 $ 1,177 -1.6%
Northern Europe $ 157 $ 225 -30.4%
USA $ 370 $ 355 4.4%
Southern Europe,Israel and Turkey $ 498 $ 502 -0.8%
Canada $ 356 $ 388 -8.3%
Caribbean $ 1,328 $ 1,345 -1.2%
USA $ 455 $ 452 0.5%
USA $ 373 $ 354 5.5%
Canada $ 48 $ 116 -58.1%
Caribbean $ 45 $ 66 -32.8%
Northern Europe $ 412 $ 379 9.0%
Southern Europe,lsrael
and Turkey $ 483 $ 472 2.3%
Grand Total $ 378 $ 374 1.2%
Santa Maria' cost are amongst the highest and thus markets whose flights fly long
routes through Santa Maria (e.g., Caribbean destinations) pay the highest North
Atlantic user charges. Since Santa Maria already employs the Eurocontrol formula,
flights entering Santa Maria will experience no change in user fees for the Santa
Maria portion of their route. However, the Caribbean markets on average will
experience a decrease in the average North Atlantic charge under this charge scenario.
This decrease is driven by a shift from flat charge methodologies to the Eurocontrol
charge equation in the other FIRs. Flights to/from the Caribbean fly the majority of
their flight-paths in Santa Maria airspace, but are subject to flat charges in the
surrounding FIRS, which they may only briefly enter. Therefore, by incorporating a
distance component into the charging methodology for those FIRs (e.g., Gander and
Shanwick) the total North Atlantic charge will decrease.
3.3.5 Discussion of weight- and distance-based charge
The primary challenge with implementing this charge scenario may be the range
of service unit rates required to maintain revenue neutrality. The harmonization of
the user charge methodology makes it relatively easy for users, and even service
providers, to directly compare the differences in charges across the ANSPs. Without
a clear understanding of the ANSP unique costs and operations, users may view the
differences as unjust and service providers may see opportunities to raise their rates.
A Eurocontrol harmonization is relatively innocuous for the user groups. The
user charges are generally consistent with the charges under the baseline system.
Additionally, large commercial carriers tend to be the "losing" stakeholder group.
However, the increases are minimal compared to total costs (e.g., charge increases of
$30 for heavy aircraft) and can likely be absorbed by the airlines.
3.4 Discussion of other charge structures
The three charge structures explored in detail for implementation under a semi-
independent harmonization approach represent charge structures currently used in at
least one North Atlantic ANSP. However, there are other conceivable charge
structures, which could be viable in the harmonization approach.
3.4.1 Fixed-plus-variable charge
Another potential charging structure is a two-part charge, one part is fixed and the
other variable. "A 1992 French Institut du Transport Aerien (ITA) study, points to a
linear formula of the form T=A + B*D."9 The constant, A, reflects the cost of
entering the system. This cost is constant across all aircraft regardless of length of
flight or aircraft size. In terms of en route charges, the fixed costs include
infrastructure investments and transitions in to and out of the FIR. The second
component of the charge varies with distance. The constant, B, represents the
marginal cost per distance flown and the variable D is the flight distance.10
Eurocontrol explored the impact of this type of charge structure for all en route
services in their 2003 "Care Innovative Action Project", which built on ITA's
9. Cirani et al., "Operations Research in Air"
10. See note 9 above
research." The study simulated the en route charges for a week of European flights
under five different fixed-plus-variable charge scenarios. The scenarios differed in
the amount of total charges collected which were allocated towards fixed charges. No
actual cost data was available, so the researchers modeled a variety of allocations.
For example, one scenario modeled that 15 percent of the charges be allocated to
fixed costs, implying 15 percent of ATM costs are fixed. 12 The remaining 85 percent
of costs vary with traffic volumes. The study assessed how different allocation levels
would economically impact individual airlines. However, the study assumed all
Member States charged the same rate, which differs from the semi-independent
harmonization approach of this chapter. 1 3 Additionally, the Eurocontrol analysis was
not constrained by ANSP-level revenue neutrality. Therefore, the specific findings
have limited applicability to the North Atlantic user charge harmonization.
The NATFAM flight data can be used to model the outcome of various fixed-
plus-variable charge scenarios. The limitation is that, like the prior Eurocontrol study,
no actual ANSP cost data is available. Therefore, it is difficult to make a strong case
for how to set the fixed and distance rates (i.e., A and B in the linear equation
proposed by ITA).' 4 In one extreme, as the variable rate approaches zero, the fixed-
plus-variable charge structure approaches the flat charge methodology. Conversely,
in the other extreme, as the variable portion of the charge dominates, the charge
structure approaches a distance-based structure (in the case where the variable charge
is driven by distance). Therefore, the percentage of revenues collected through the
fixed portion of the charge determines the impact the charge will have on users and
the results will mirror those discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. Chapter 4 shows an
application of the "fixed-plus-variable charge" approach in a fully harmonized
environment.
11. Andreatta et al., "Alternative Route Charging Schemes"
12. See note 11 above
13. See note 11 above
14. See note 9 above
Chapter 4: Full Charge Harmonization
A full harmonization of the North Atlantic en route navigation and
communication charges would reduce the complexity of the system for the users;
users would pay a single bill to a single entity and more readily shape their behavior
to make efficient use of the system. Additional benefits could include decreased
administrative costs, as overhead billing and charging functions could be consolidated.
However, a full harmonization potentially decreases the control each air navigation
service provider (ANSP) has over its revenues. As a result, ANSPs may be
concerned that the new revenues would not adequately cover their cost. These
challenges could be addressed through flexibility in the charging system.
For the purposes of this thesis, the full harmonization approach maintains the
revenue neutrality assumptions of the semi-independent approach. This means each
ANSP will receive the same revenue as they did under the baseline charge structure.
ANSP-level revenue neutrality is achieved by collecting total revenue equivalent to
the total 2006 North Atlantic revenues. The revenues are then split amongst the
ANSPs to reflect the baseline charges collected. For example, if ANSP X collected
$75 million in user charges in 2006 using a flat charge, ANSP X will receive $75
million in user charges under a harmonized distance-based charge even if the charges
collected for flights served by ANSP X are only $50 million. In practice, the decision
of how to subdivide revenue amongst the ANSPs could be based on the number of
flights served, total distance traveled, the composition of aircraft, or other factors.
4.1 Flat charge scenario
4.1.1 Discussion of flat charge scenario
A fully harmonized flat user charge would result in a single charge being
collected from each flight entering any of the seven North Atlantic flight information
regions (FIRs). The charge would be the same regardless of the distance flown, the
FIR(s) entered, or the aircraft type. The flat charge required for revenue neutrality is
calculated using North Atlantic Fee Analysis Model (NATFAM) data. The total
North Atlantic revenues are divided by the total traffic to arrive at a $393 charge per
flight (table 28).
Table 28: Flat charge under full harmonization
2006 North Atlantic charges $ 226,985,940
# of flights charged 578,087
Required flat fee $ 393
4.1.2 North Atlantic flat charge impact by aircraft size
A fully harmonized flat charge is expected to have profound impact on small
aircraft. In a semi-independent approach, the flat charge methodology still had a
distance component in the sense that each ANSP charged a flat charge for its own
services. Therefore, a small aircraft which usually enter few ANSPs pays few flat
charges. However, these same aircraft in a full harmonization approach are sharing
the cost of trans-Atlantic en route services with large aircraft flying larger distances.
A comparison between the average charges under the baseline charging system and a
fully harmonized $393 flat charge is presented in table 29.
Table 29: Impact of fully harmonized flat charge by aircraft size
Average North Atlantic charge Average baseline % increase from
Aircraft type under flat fee approach North Atlantic charge baseline charge
Light $ 393 $ 97 305.1%
Medium $ 393 $ 182 116.0%
Heavy $ 393 $ 469 -16.3%
Total North Atlantic $ 393 $ 393 0.0%
Light and medium aircraft users are the clear "losers". Light aircraft users are the
hardest hit group and would experience a 305 percent increase in their average North
Atlantic charge. However, these stakeholders represent less than 1 percent of the
North Atlantic users. Medium aircraft users would also experience large charge
increases, on the order of 116 percent, over their baseline charge. These users
account for 12 percent of North Atlantic traffic and often represent flights between
Canada or U.S. and the Caribbean. The majority of users, nearly 88 percent, would
be "winners" in this scenario. Heavy aircraft users would average a 16 percent ($77)
decrease per North Atlantic flight. As in the case of many of the prior charge
scenarios, the magnitude of the impact on the largest user group is small relative to
their total costs or revenues. However, the impact of the harmonization approach on
the minority stakeholder (i.e., light aircraft, general aviation) is large both as a percent
increase over the baseline charge and relative to their operational costs.
4.1.3 North Atlantic flat charge impact by North Atlantic distance
As expected, a fully harmonized flat charge negatively impacts users flying
relatively short routes in the North Atlantic airspace. The result of a fully harmonized
flat charge scenario is that the shorter flights will subsidize the services for the longer
flights, assuming one believes there is a correlation between distance and workload.
The NATFAM generated impact by distance user groups is presented in table 30.
Table 30: Impact of fully harmonized flat charge by NAT distance
North Atlantic Average North Atlantic charge Average baseline % increase from
distance (nm) under flat fee approach North Atlantic charge baseline charge
< 1,000 $ 393 $ 83 374.8%
1,001 - 1,500 $ 393 $ 360 9.0%
1,501 - 2,000 $ 393 $ 399 -1.6%
> 2,000 $ 393 $ 871 -54.9%
Total North Atlantic $ 393 $ 393 0.0%
Users traversing less than 1,000 nautical miles (nm) in North Atlantic airspace
paid on average $83 per flight in 2006. These same flights would be subject to a 375
percent ($310) increase if a fully harmonized flat charge is implemented. Flights
traveling between 1,001 and 1,500 nm in the North Atlantic will pay 9 percent more
than under the baseline system. This is the largest user group, representing 41 percent
of traffic. A small impact for a large percentage of the users may make it relatively
easy to implement this approach. Users flying between 1,501 and 2,000 nautical
miles in the North Atlantic average a 2 percent decrease in total charges. The
"winners" are those users flying very long distances (i.e., greater than 2000 nm) in the
North Atlantic. These users see a 55 percent decreases in their North Atlantic user
charges.
4.1. 4 North Atlantic flat charge impact by origin-destination region
Recall, the classification of North Atlantic flights according to origin-destination
(O-D) region serves as a proxy for identifying impacts on specific commercial
carriers or types of commercial carriers. By assessing the impact in terms of regions,
an understanding of any undue burden on individual carriers or carrier groups can be
estimated. The consequences of the flat charge scenario for North Atlantic regions
with large volumes of traffic are shown in table 31.
Table 31: Impact of fully harmonized flat charge by region
Average North Atlantic Average % increase
charge under flat fee baseline North from baseline
Origin region Destination region approach Atlantic charge charge
Canada $ 393 $ 329 19.3%
Canada $ 393 $ 210 87.5%
Caribbean $ 393 $ 62 535.2%
Northern Europe $ 393 $ 341 15.3%
Southern Europe, Israel
and Turkey $ 393 $ 400 -1.9%
USA $ 393 $ 128 207.9%
Caribbean $ 393 $ 323 21.5%
Canada $ 393 $ 64 515.2%
Caribbean $ 393 $ 64 514.5%
Northern Europe $ 393 $ 1,134 -65.4%
Southern Europe,Israel
and Turkey $ 393 $ 1,382 -71.6%
USA $ 393 $ 68 479.2%
Northern Europe $ 393 $ 372 5.7%
Canada $ 393 $ 312 26.2%
Caribbean $ 393 $ 1,177 -66.6%
Northern Europe $ 393 $ 225 74.6%
USA $ 393 $ 355 10.9%
Southern Europe,lsrael and Turkey $ 393 $ 502 -21.7%
Canada $ 393 $ 388 1.2%
Caribbean $ 393 $ 1,345 -70.8%
USA $ 393 $ 452 -13.1%
USA $ 393 $ 354 11.1%
Canada $ 393 $ 116 240.1%
Caribbean $ 393 $ 66 493.0%
Northern Europe $ 393 $ 379 3.8%
Southern Europe,Israel
and Turkey $ 393 $ 472 -16.8%
Grand Total $ 393 $ 374 5.1%
As seen in table 31, the regions associated with the North Atlantic ANSPs, with
the exception of Portugal (as part of Southern Europe) would experience charge
increases given a flat charge harmonization. Flights to/from the Caribbean from/to
the U.S. or Canada are those most impacted, with average charge increases as high as
535 percent (Canada to the Caribbean). Although these flights often enter Santa
Maria, which has one of the highest North Atlantic user charges, the distance they fly
within North Atlantic airspace is significantly less than that of flights accessing the
Caribbean from Europe. Thus, the Caribbean flights to/from the U.S. and Canada are
covering the charges previously paid by Caribbean flights to/from Europe.
4.1.5 Assessment of North Atlantic flat charge
Although the ANSPs are assumed to remain revenue neutral, the impact on
stakeholders within those member countries will probably influence their assessment
of the flat fee (or any other) harmonization approach. Given these results, it is
unlikely a fully harmonized flat charge would be implemented in the North Atlantic.
The user groups most negatively impacted would be those serving routes between
airports in the eight countries tasked with operating the North Atlantic airspace (i.e.,
Canada, Denmark, Iceland, Ireland, Norway, Portugal, the United Kingdom, and the
U.S.). Conversely flights from Mexico, South America, and Africa are most likely to
benefit from this harmonization approach. Thus, there would be little incentive for
the North Atlantic Economic Finance Group (NAT-EFG) to select this harmonization
methodology.
4.2 North Atlantic Distance-based charge scenario
4.2.1 Discussion of North Atlantic distance-based charge
A distance-based rate is grounded on the premise that workload is directly related
to the amount of time spent or distance traveled in the airspace. This type of
approach was explored in Section 3.2 at the individual ANSP level. The full
harmonization takes the analysis from Section 3.2 further by requiring a single
distance-based rate to be charged across all North Atlantic airspace regardless of the
FIR(s) entered. The distance-based rate, required to maintain the baseline revenues,
was calculated using the total 2006 NATFAM distance and revenues. The resulting
rate is $0.28 per nautical mile (table 32).
Table 32: Distance-based charge under full harmonization
2006 North Atlantic charges $ 226,985,940
total distance of flights charged (nm) 812,348,071
Required distance-based rate (USD/nm) $ 0.28
4.2.2 North Atlantic distance-based charge impact by aircraft size
The impact of a fully harmonized distance-based charging methodology varies by
aircraft size and is shown in table 33.
Table 33: Impact of fully harmonized distance-based charge by aircraft size
Average North Atlantic Average baseline
charge under distance- North Atlantic % increase from
Aircraft type based approach charge baseline charge
Light $ 149 $ 97 54.2%
Medium $ 226 $ 182 24.5%
Heavy $ 453 $ 469 -3.4%
Total North Atlantic $ 393 $ 393 0.0%
Light aircraft users will experience, on average, a 54 percent increase in North
Atlantic charges. However, this user group only represents 1 percent of all users.
Medium aircraft users would experience charge increase of $45 (25 percent). This
increase is small relative to total operating cost and thus may not pose much of a
burden for those users. Heavy aircraft users would experience a slight decrease in
their North Atlantic charges, thus benefiting from the full harmonization.
As the charge is purely distance-driven, the increase in the average charge with
aircraft size is due primarily to the high correlation between aircraft size and route
assignment. Light aircraft fly shorter routes than medium and heavy aircraft and thus
pay less for North Atlantic services.
4.2.3 North Atlantic distance-based charge impact by North Atlantic distance
Flights in the three shortest North Atlantic distance categories, on average,
experience charge increases under a fully harmonized distance-based methodology
(table 34). Theses increases are 49, 8, and 19 percent for users in each of the shortest
distance categories, respectively. Users flying more than 2,000 nm are the clear
"winners". These users average a 22 percent decrease in North Atlantic charges.
However, it is important to note that the actual dollar changes across all user groups
are small relative to airline operating costs.
Table 34: Impact of fully harmonized distance-based charge by NAT distance
North Atlantic Average North Atlantic charge Average baseline North % increase from
distance (nm) under distance-rate approach Atlantic charge baseline charge
< 1,000 $ 123 $ 83 49.3%
1,001 - 1,500 $ 388 $ 360 7.7%
1,501 - 2,000 $ 475 $ 399 19.0%
> 2,000 $ 679 $ 871 -22.0%
Total North Atlantic $ 393 $ 393 0.0%
4.2.4 North Atlantic distance-based charge impact by origin-destination region
Table 35 presents the average charge paid for flights between North-Atlantic O-D
regions with large volumes of traffic.
Table 35: Impact of fully harmonized distance-based charge by O-D region
Average North Atlantic % increase
charge under distance- Average baseline from baseline
Origin region Destination region rate approach North Atlantic charge charge
Canada $ 368 $ 329 11.8%
Canada $ 34 $ 210 -84.0%
Caribbean $ 108 $ 62 75.3%
Northern Europe $ 403 $ 341 18.1%
Southern Europe,Israel and
Turkey $ 404 $ 400 1.0%
USA $ 209 $ 128 63.9%
Caribbean $ 264 $ 323 -18.4%
Canada $ 110 $ 64 72.8%
Caribbean $ 112 $ 64 75.3%
Northern Europe $ 769 $ 1,134 -32.2%
Southern Europe,Israel and
Turkey $ 798 $ 1,382 -42.2%
USA $ 119 $ 68 75.3%
Northern Europe $ 420 $ 372 13.0%
Canada $ 402 $ 312 29.1%
Caribbean $ 774 $ 1,177 -34.2%
Northern Europe $ 63 $ 225 -72.2%
USA $ 427 $ 355 20.3%
Southern Europe,Israel and Turkey $ 471 $ 502 -6.1%
Canada $ 414 $ 388 6.7%
Caribbean $ 803 $ 1,345 -40.3%
USA $ 454 $ 452 0.3%
USA $ 395 $ 354 11.6%
Canada $ 195 $ 116 68.8%
Caribbean $ 116 $ 66 75.3%
Northern Europe $ 432 $ 379 14.1%
Southern Europe,Israel and
Turkey $ 477 $ 472 1.1%
Grand Total $ 399 $ 374 6.8%
A distance-based harmonization approach results in an average North Atlantic
charge increase of 6.8 percent, for the high-traffic O-D regions. However, there are
some "winners" and "losers" within these regions. For example, carriers operating a
large number of flights out of the Caribbean would benefit if this approach is used.
Flights from the Caribbean average a 18 percent North Atlantic charge decrease.
4.2.5 Assessment of North Atlantic distance-based charge
There are several challenges in implementing a North Atlantic distance-based
charge. As in the case of a North Atlantic flat charge, there is little motivation for the
NAT-EFG to promote a distance-based charge. The user groups most negatively
impacted would be those serving routes between airports in the eight countries tasked
with operating the North Atlantic airspace. On average, flights between these regions
would pay 6.8 percent more for than under the baseline system. In the absence of
NAT-EFG action, it is unlikely any user stakeholders would advocate this type of
charge. General aviation would pay more under the proposed system, and certainly
would not promote a distance-based charge. Commercial carriers would benefit from
this type of structure, but the financial gains are negligible for these users.
4.3 Weight- and distance-based charge scenario
4.3.1 Discussion of North Atlantic weight- and distance-based charge
A full harmonization using the Eurocontrol charging formula was also modeled.
The total number of service units used in 2006 was estimated using the NATFAM
traffic data. Since all harmonization approaches studied require revenue neutrality,
the total 2006 revenues are divided by the total number of service units to establish
the North Atlantic service unit rate. The resulting service unit charge is $7.28 (table
36).
Table 36: Service unit rate under full harmonization
2006 North Atlantic charges $ 226,985,940
# of service units 31,177,884
Required service unit rate $ 7.28
The harmonized unit rate is well below the 2006 Eurocontrol average weighted
national rate of 55.84 Euros.' One reason for the lower charge may be that the
Eurocontrol national unit rate is driven by continental European flights. These
European flights fly through congested airspace, cross multiple FIR boundaries, cross
other flight tracks, and may be flying at altitudes requiring more attention than trans-
Atlantic traffic. All these considerations lead to requirements of many more air
traffic controllers and services per unit area than oceanic airspace requires.
4.3.2 North Atlantic weight- and distance-based charge impact by aircraft size
As discussed previously, the number of service units consumed by a flight is
related to aircraft size directly through the incorporation of the MTOW in the formula,
as well as indirectly due to the range attributes of small aircraft (i.e., smaller aircraft
1. Eurocontrol, "Route Charge System 2006"
have a shorter range and will fly shorter distances and distance is the other factor
determining the number of service units). Table 37 illustrates the impact of a fully
harmonized implementation of the Eurocontrol charging formula by aircraft size.
Table 37: Impact of fully harmonized Eurocontrol formula by aircraft size
Average North Atlantic charge Average baseline % increase
under Eurocontrol formula North Atlantic from baseline
Aircraft type approach charge charge
Light $ 20 $ 97 -79.4%
Medium $ 128 $ 182 -29.5%
Heavy $ 489 $ 469 4.2%
Total North Atlantic $ 393 $ 393 0.0%
As seen in the table, light and medium aircraft users would experience charge
decreases. The charge decrease is largest for light aircraft users, but they only
represent 1 percent of North Atlantic users. The majority of North Atlantic users (i.e.,
those using heavy aircraft) will experience modest increases in their North Atlantic
charges. The magnitude of the charge changes is small and would likely be
unnoticeable to commercial carriers due to the small portion of total operating costs
represented.
4.3.3 North Atlantic weight- and distance-based charge impact by North Atlantic
distance
The North Atlantic distance is directly related to the number of service units used.
Therefore, it is expected that the Eurocontrol charge formula will result in average
charges increasing with North Atlantic distance. The NATFAM results are shown
presented in table 38.
Table 38: Impact of fully harmonized Eurocontrol formula by NAT distance
Average North Atlantic charge Average baseline % increase
North Atlantic under Eurocontrol formula North Atlantic from baseline
distance (nm) approach charge charge
< 1,000 $ 88 $ 83 6.2%
1,001 - 1,500 $ 385 $ 360 7.0%
1,501 - 2,000 $ 491 $ 399 23.2%
> 2,000 $ 715 $ 871 -17.9%
Total North Atlantic $ 393 $ 393 0.0%
As hypothesized, the charge increases with distance. However, it is interesting to
note that the longest North Atlantic flights, on average, experience charge reductions.
These decreases are offset by increases in the charges for the other distance categories.
Flights traveling fewer than 2,000 nm will pay larger North Atlantic charges, on
average, under this harmonization approach than under the baseline system. Again,
the magnitude of all of these increases is under $100 and is unlikely to shape user
behavior as these charges represent a small portion of total operating costs.
4.3.4 North Atlantic weight- and distance-based charge impact by origin-destination
region
The impact, on high-traffic North Atlantic regions, of using the harmonized
Eurocontrol charging formula is shown in table 39.
Table 39: Impact of fully harmonized Eurocontrol formula by region
Average North Atlantic % increase
charge under Eurocontrol Average baseline from baseline
Origin region Destination region formula approach North Atlantic charge charge
Canada $ 332 $ 329 0.9%
Canada $ 18 $ 210 -91.2%
Caribbean $ 65 $ 62 5.4%
Northern Europe $ 375 $ 341 9.9%
Southern
Europe,Israel and
Turkey $ 355 $ 400 -11.4%
USA $ 96 $ 128 -24.9%
Caribbean $ 253 $ 323 -21.8%
Canada $ 66 $ 64 3.3%
Caribbean $ 54 $ 64 -15.5%
Northern Europe $ 861 $ 1,134 -24.1%
Southern
Europe,lsrael and
Turkey $ 914 $ 1,382 -33.8%
USA $ 77 $ 68 12.9%
Northern Europe $ 436 $ 372 17.2%
Canada $ 375 $ 312 20.5%
Caribbean $ 862 $ 1,177 -26.8%
Northern Europe $ 31 $ 225 -86.4%
USA $ 448 $ 355 26.5%
Southern Europe,lsrael and Turkey $ 467 $ 502 -7.0%
Canada $ 368 $ 388 -5.2%
Caribbean $ 923 $ 1,345 -31.4%
USA $ 447 $ 452 -1.2%
USA $ 400 $ 354 13.1%
Canada $ 77 $ 116 -33.0%
Caribbean $ 74 $ 66 12.3%
Northern Europe $ 456 $ 379 20.4%
Southern
Europe,Israel and
Turkey $ 468 $ 472 -1.0%
Grand Total $ 402 $ 374 7.6%
Caribbean markets benefit the most, seeing average charge reductions across all
O-D pairs of 22 percent. This is because these flights typically fly a relatively long
distance in Santa Maria. The Santa Maria service unit rate is over two times the
harmonized North Atlantic service unit rate. Therefore, these flights will pay less
under the new system.
4.3.5 Assessment of North Atlantic weight- and distance-based charge
There is a precedent for the use of a weight- and distance-based charge because
the broad use of the Eurocontrol formula. However, it may be challenging to apply a
single service unit rate across the entire North Atlantic. A fully harmonized system
would result in airlines serving the NAT-EFG member countries paying 7.6 percent
more for North Atlantic charges than they do under the baseline system. It is unclear
whether this would have any bearing on the ease of implementation. On one hand
there may be collective political pressure from local airlines against this methodology.
However, at the individual flight level the increase in charges may not have a
meaningful impact in terms of the airline's total operating costs.
4.4 Fixed-plus-variable charge scenario
As discussed in Section 3.4.1, a fixed-plus-variable charge may be a viable
alternative for the North Atlantic. The fixed component represents the basic cost
associated with any flight's entrance into the system. This part of the charge is
identical for all users independent of aircraft and flight characteristics. The second
component of the charge varies and reflects the marginal cost of providing service.
Ideally, detailed cost data would be available for each of the North Atlantic ANSPs
allowing for a rigorous approach to determining the proportion of the charge which
should be fixed and the most meaningful metric to use in the calculation of the
variable rate (e.g., distance, service units). In the absence of cost data, the
exploration of a fixed-plus-variable charge is somewhat of an academic exercise, but
does help to illustrate some potential challenges in implementing this type of
harmonized North Atlantic charging scheme.
The approach taken uses a simple linear formula of the form T= A + B*D, where
T is the charge, A is the fixed portion of the charge, B is the variable unit rate, and D
is the distance in nautical miles.2 Distance was selected as the variable component of
the charge based on the NAT-EFG's input and the apparent link of distances to en
route workload. Two different types of "full" harmonization are explored:
1) The fixed charge is constant across all ANSPs, but the distance-rate varies.
T.k -A+ Bi * Di,k
B, # BjVi z jel
Where
I is the set of all North Atlantic ANSPs
K is the set of all NATFAM flights
2) The fixed charge varies across all ANSPs, but there is a single distance rate.
Ti.k  A, + B* Dk
A, # AjVi jl I
Where
I is the set of all North Atlantic ANSPs
K is the set of all NATFAM flights
Note that the two cases presented do not strictly follow the definition of a "fully
harmonized" approach. Each ANSP would still collect a charge for each flight and
the charges will vary across ANSPs. However, in all cases, one component of the
charge is "fully harmonized". For example, in Case 1 the fixed component of the
charge is "fully harmonized". Each North Atlantic FIR will charge the same fixed
charge per flight. However, to ensure revenue neutrality, the ANSP is allowed to set
its own distance rate.
The NAT-EFG is interested in determining the fixed charge and variable rates
that are as close as possible to a fully harmonized charge (i.e., a single fixed charge
and variable rate for the entire North Atlantic), while maintaining revenue neutrality.
One component of the charge is the same across all ANSPs, thus this goal translates
to minimizing the differences between the ANSP specific portions of the charge.
2. Cirani et al., "Operations Research in Air"
Ideally, the split between the fixed and variable portion of the user charge would
reflect actual costs. However, in the absence of cost data this approach is reasonable.
There are multiple measures of variability: variance, standard deviation, mean
deviation, interquartile range, range, and others. The range and a weighted variance
were selected as the two measures of variability to model. The range was selected
because it is a reasonably intuitive measure of dispersion, and a weighted variance
was selected per the NAT-EFG's request. Optimization techniques were used to
determine the appropriate flat and variable charges to minimize 1) the range and 2)
the weighted variance of the ANSP specific charges.
4.4.1 Fixed-plus-variable charge Case 1
Case 1 uses a single fixed charge across all ANSPs, but allows the distance-rate to
vary. This approach implies that the fixed cost of a flight is comparable across all of
the North Atlantic ANSPs. Therefore, each ANSP will have the same fixed
component, A. As seen in Chapter 2, the charge collected per flight (and, presumably,
the associated cost) varies widely across the ANSPs. Therefore, each ANSP is able to
charge a unique distance-rate, Bi, to account for differences in the variable cost of
providing service.
4.4. la Minimize the range of the distance-rates
A mathematical formulation for Case 1 is presented as model 1. In this
formulation, the objective is to minimize the range of the distance-rates across the
ANSPs.
Let I be the set of North Atlantic ANSPs
I = {Canada, Denmark, Iceland, Ireland, Norway, Portugal, U.K., U.S.}
Let A be the decision variable for the fixed cost component of the charge
Let Bi be the decision variable for the variable distance-rate for each ANSP i
Let Dfi be the total nautical miles traveled by flight fin ANSP i
Let Fi be the set of flights charged by ANSP i
Let Ri be the baseline 2006 charges collected by ANSP i
Minimize Bma - Bmm
s.t.
A + Bx Df,. = R, ,Vie 1 (2)
Bma B,, Vi 1 (3)
B,,m B, Vi E 1 (4)
A20 (5)
B, >2 0, VieI 1 (6)
Model 1: Case 1 minimize range
Equation (2) ensures that the solution is revenue neutral. Each ANSP will
collect the same revenues as they did under the baseline system. Equations (3)
and (4) define variables to keep track of the maximum and minimum distance-
rates imposed by the ANSPs, respectively. Finally, equations (5) and (6) restrict
the charge components to be nonnegative.
The optimization model was implemented using Excel Solver. The result is a
fixed charge of $14.81 per flight and distance rates ranging from $0 to $2.17 per
nm (table 40).
Table 40: Model 1's distance-rate results
Country Optimal variable rate
CANADA $0.14
DENMARK $0.00
ICELAND $0.05
IRELAND $0.06
NORWAY $2.17
PORTUGAL $0.72
UNITED KINGDOM $0.16
UNITED STATES $0.14
The fixed component of the charge, A, is equal to Denmark's flat charge under
the semi-independent harmonization approach (section 3.1).
The NATFAM results in section 3.2 show that Denmark has the lowest
average charge per nm ($0.01), whereas Norway has the highest ($2.23). All of
the other service providers' average charges per nm fall between Denmark and
Norway's rates. Therefore, at a fixed charge of zero (i.e., A=0), the difference
between these Denmark and Iceland's rates is the value of the objective function
(i.e., the range of the distance rates). To ensure revenue neutrality, as the
distance-rate decreases, the fixed charge increases. This relationship is shown in
equation 2.
Equation 2: Fixed and variable charge relationship to ensure revenue neutrality
B i -R, - x A _ F xA R,Wi w, w,
The rate of this change varies by service provider and is driven by the total
number of flights divided by the total distance traveled in each ANSP. Thus, the
slope is the inverse of the average distance per flight. Denmark has the highest
average distance traveled by flights charged amongst all of the North Atlantic
service providers and as a result has the lowest rate of change. This means as the
fixed charge, A, is increased in the optimization the Bi for Denmark decreases
relatively slowly. Conversely, Norway has the highest rate of change amongst all
of the service providers. Small increases in A, lead to relatively large decreases
in the Bi for Norway. Therefore, as the flat charge increases the range between
the distance rates for Norway and Denmark decrease, thus improving the
objective function. The fixed charge is increased up to the point where constraint
(6) is active, which is where Denmark's distance-rate is $0/nm. It would be
irrational to have a negative distance rate, Bi, for Denmark's flights. As a result,
the fixed component of the charge, which is supposed to represent the cost of
entering the system, is constrained to be the minimum cost of any North Atlantic
service provider.
4.1. lb Minimize the distance-weighted variance of the distance-rates
Next, the objective of minimizing the distance-weighted variance of the
ANSP distance-rates is modeled (model 2). A distance-weighted variance is used
because of the large differences in traffic characteristics across ANSPs. A
weighted variance prevents an ANSP with a relatively small workload (in terms
of total nm traveled) from having a disproportionate impact on the optimization.
Let I be the set of North Atlantic ANSPs
I = {Canada, Denmark, Iceland, Ireland, Norway, Portugal, U.K., U.S.}
Let A be the decision variable for the fixed cost component of the charge
Let Bi be the decision variable for the variable distance-rate for each ANSP i
Let Dfi be the total nautical miles traveled by flight fin ANSP i
Let Fi be the set of flights charged by ANSP i
Let Ri be the baseline 2006 charges collected by ANSP i
Let Wi be the total nautical miles traveled by all flights charged by ANSP i
Min. W x(B 1-) (1)
s.t.
- A+ B, x D,f, = Ri , ViJ I (2)
B _WCxB,
Y, W (3)
iel
A>0 (4)
B, 2 O0, ViE 1 (5)
Model 2: Case 1 minimize weighted variance
Equation (2) constrains the solution to be revenue neutral. Each ANSP will
collect the same revenues as they did under the baseline system. Equation (3) is
simply the calculation of the distance-weighted average variable charge. Finally,
equations (4) and (5) restrict the charge components to be nonnegative.
The optimization model was implemented using Excel Solver. The result is a
fixed charge of $14.81 per flight and distance rates ranging from $0 to $2.17 per
nm (table 41).
Table 41: Model 2's distance-rate results
Country Optimal variable rate
CANADA $0.14
DENMARK $0.00
ICELAND $0.05
IRELAND $0.06
NORWAY $2.17
PORTUGAL $0.72
UNITED KINGDOM $0.16
UNITED STATES $0.14
As in the first formulation (model 1), the fixed component of the charge is
equivalent to Denmark's flat charge under the semi-independent harmonization
approach. However, the formulations are not equivalent, and given a different set
of data would yield distinct results. For example, assume only Canada, Iceland,
and Ireland were included in the analysis. The fixed charge, A, and the variable
rates, Bi, vary between the two formulations. The results are shown in table 42.
Table 42: Case 1 charges for reduced dataset 1
Decision Objective function
variable Minimize range Minimize weighted variance
A $32.78 $49.87
B_Canada $0.12 $0.09
B_Iceland $0.03 $0.02
B_ reland $0.03 $0.00
An analogous analysis was performed using only the data from Norway, Portugal,
and the United States. The results are presented in table 43.
Table 43: Case 1 charges for reduced dataset 2
Decision Objective function
variable Minimize range Minimize weighted variance
A $116.10 $85.19
B_Norway $1.78 $1.90
B_Portugal $0.61 $0.65
B_US $0.00 $0.04
The examples above illustrate that the solution does not necessarily have to
include variable distance-rate of zero for one of the service providers. With the
full set of North Atlantic service providers, both formulations result in a fixed
charge of $14.81 for all providers and a distance-rate of $0/nm for Denmark.
This is a result of the relationship between all of the North Atlantic ANSPs'
revenues, traffic, and distances.
4.4.2 Fixed-plus-variable charge Case 2
Case 2 holds the distance-rate constant across all ANSPs, but allows the fixed
charge to vary. This approach implies that the marginal cost of providing service is
comparable across all of the North Atlantic ANSPs. Each ANSP will have the same
variable component, B. As seen in Chapter 2, the revenues per flight vary widely
across the ANSPs. This model presumes the differences in ANSP costs are driven by
differences in the fixed cost of providing service. For example, infrastructure
investments may be very different depending on the size of the FIR or how recently
the equipment has been updated. These factors could contribute to differences in
fixed cost across ANSPs. Thus, each ANSP is able to charge a unique fixed charge,
Ai.
4. 4.2a Minimize the range of the fixed charges
For Case 2, the first objective modeled is to minimize the range of the fixed
charges. The mathematical formulation for this scenario is presented as model 3.
Let I be the set of North Atlantic ANSPs
I = {Canada, Denmark, Iceland, Ireland, Norway, Portugal, U.K., U.S.}
Let Ai be the decision variable for the fixed component of the charge for each
ANSP i
Let B be the decision variable for the variable component of the charge
Let Df,i be the total nautical miles traveled by flight fin ANSP i
Let Fi be the set of flights charged by ANSP i
Let Ri be the baseline 2006 charges collected by ANSP i
Minimize Amax - Ai (1)
s.t.
SA, +BxDf, = R,,ViE (2)
fEF,
ax > Ai, Vie I (3)
A <5 A,, Vi - 1 (4)
A, 2 O, Vi 1l (5)
B20 (6)
Model 3: Case 2 minimize range
Equation (2) constrains the solution to be revenue neutral. Each ANSP will
collect the same revenues as they did under the baseline system. Constraints (3)
and (4) calculate the maximum and minimum fixed charge across the ANSPs,
respectively. Finally, constraints (5) and (6) restrict the charge components to be
nonnegative.
The optimization model was implemented using Excel Solver. The resulting
variable component of the charge is approximately $0.00 per nm. Thus, the
optimization results in charges equal to the semi-independent flat charge approach
presented in Section 3.1. Each ANSP's fixed charge is shown in table 44.
Table 44: Model 3's fixed charge results
Country Optimal fixed charge
CANADA $ 125.22
DENMARK $ 14.82
ICELAND $ 73.80
IRELAND $ 49.87
NORWAY $ 571.11
PORTUGAL $ 678.63
UNITED KINGDOM $ 103.05
UNITED STATES $ 116.10
4.4.2b Minimize the flight-weighted variance of the fixed charges
A second mathematical formulation for Case 2 is presented as model 4. In
this formulation, the objective is to minimize the flight-weighted variance of the
fixed charges. The number of flights is used as a weight so that no single ANSP
has a disproportionate impact on the fixed charge per flight.
Let I be the set of North Atlantic ANSPs
I = {Canada, Denmark, Iceland, Ireland, Norway, Portugal, U.K., U.S.}
Let Ai be the decision variable for the fixed component of the charge for each
ANSP i
Let B be the decision variable for the variable component of the charge
Let Dfi be the total nautical miles traveled by flight fin ANSP i
Let Fi be the set of flights charged by ANSP i
Let Ri be the baseline 2006 charges collected by ANSP i
Let Wi be the total number of flights charged by ANSP i
[i' x(A1 - AY (1)
s.t.
ZA, +BxD,, = R , Vi Ie (2)
_ WxA,A "' (3)
iEI
A, 2 0 , Vi fEl (4)
BŽ2 0 (5)
Model 4: Case 2 minimize weighted variance
Equation (2) constrains the solution to be revenue neutral. Each ANSP will
collect the same revenues as they did under the baseline system. Equation (3) is
the calculation of the distance-weighted average fixed charge. Finally, equations
(4) and (5) restrict the charge components to be nonnegative.
The optimization model was implemented using Excel Solver. The resulting
variable component of the charge is approximately $0.00 per nm. The
optimization results in charges equivalent to the semi-independent flat charge
approach presented in Section 3.1. Each ANSP's fixed charge is shown in table
45.
Table 45: Model 4's fixed charge results
Country Optimal fixed charge
CANADA $ 125.22
DENMARK $ 14.82
ICELAND $ 73.80
IRELAND $ 49.87
NORWAY $ 571.11
PORTUGAL $ 678.63
UNITED KINGDOM $ 103.05
UNITED STATES $ 116.10
As in Case 1, the minimum range objective function leads to the same results
as the minimum weighted variance objective. Under both objectives, the
resulting distance-rate is $0.0/nm. Again, this is a result of the ANSP data, and
does not imply that the two models are equivalent. Using a subset of the ANSP's
and applying the same mathematical formulations can result in differences
between the two formulations' results (table 46)
Table 46: Case 2 fixed-plus-variable charge for reduced dataset
Decision Objective function
variable Minimize range Minimize weighted variance
B $0.16 $0.08
A _Canada $0.00 $58.42
A _UK $18.29 $57.83
A US $1.99 $55.23
4.4.3 Assessment of fixed-plus-variable charge approach
A fixed-plus-variable charge may be conceptually appealing, but requires more
data and analysis before it is pursued. It is evident that the ANSPs' costs vary
significantly. Thus, it may be difficult to "fully harmonize" a charge under this
approach and maintain revenue neutrality. Each of the cases presented treats one
portion of ANSP cost as being constant across the North Atlantic. In reality,
differences in infrastructure investment, employee wages, and other factors may
result in differences in both fixed and variable cost. Further research and data are
required to determine if there is a more meaningful way to implement a fixed-plus-
variable harmonized charge.
Chapter 5: Conclusion
5.1 Summary of conclusions
The North Atlantic user charge structure is a complicated one. The charges
were created to allow countries to recoup the cost of providing air navigation and
communication services, including maintenance, operation, management,
administration, capital, and asset depreciation costs. These services are provided by
eight countries, cover seven flight information regions (FIRs), and are administered
by four entities. Each air navigation service provider (ANSP) imposes its own en
route charge. Charge structures include flat charges, distance-based rates, and the
Eurocontrol charge formula among others. The complexity and lack of coordination
of the system leads to inefficiencies in the administration and collection of charges
and results in a confusing and inconsistent set of charges. Therefore, there is an
opportunity to develop a more rational system of charges better aligned with the
International Civil Aviation Organization's (ICAO's) principle of creating "simple
and equitable" charging systems applicable at regional levels. 15
The North Atlantic Fee Analysis Model (NATFAM), discussed in Chapter 2,
allows for flight-level baseline charge calculations, as well as the modeling of various
harmonized charge scenarios. The NATFAM database includes over 47,000 flight
records during a thirty-day systematic random sampling of North Atlantic traffic in
2006. The annualized 2006 total North Atlantic charges were estimated at $227
million, with an average user charge of $393 per flight. The results from the baseline
analysis indicate that the magnitude of the average North Atlantic user charge is small
relative to a typical flight's total operating costs and probably only has second-order
effects for airlines. Thus, methodological changes will have little financial impact on
the majority of users. However, the impact of the various harmonization approaches
across user stakeholders is still important.
The baseline NATFAM analysis conducted in Chapter 2, explores the impact
of the baseline system across stakeholder groups. Although NATFAM is the most
complete and detailed known record of North Atlantic flight data, it does not include
1. ICAO, "Charges for Airports and Navigation"
operator identifiers to maintain data confidentiality. Therefore data on aircraft size,
North Atlantic route distance, and origin-destination regions were used as proxies for
various classes of stakeholders. For instance, light aircraft probably represent general
aviation flights, whereas medium and heavy aircraft generally represent commercial
and cargo flights. The analysis showed that the baseline structure results in average
charges of $97, $182, and $469 for light, medium, and heavy aircraft respectively.
Despite the fact that only two ANSPs use aircraft size as part of their charge
calculation (i.e., Norway and Portugal), there is a clear relationship between aircraft
size and North Atlantic charges. Heavy aircraft account for over 80 percent of North
Atlantic traffic and for 88 percent of the user charges collected. Thus, under the
baseline system, the majority of the costs are allocated to large commercial carriers.
Similar relationships exist between North Atlantic route distance and charges: as the
North Atlantic distance increases, the average user charge increases. Again this
relationship is not solely a function of the charging methods, as only three of the eight
countries incorporate distance directly into their user charge.
ICAO's guidelines state that charges should ensure that "no users are
burdened with costs not properly allocable to them, according to sound accounting
principles," and that charges should be "non-discriminatory" against foreign and state
users. 16 Without detailed cost data and a thorough cost-accounting effort, it is
difficult to assess objectively whether the current charging system adheres to the
stated guidelines. Therefore, in investigating harmonized charging approaches, it is
assumed that the baseline relationships represent a fair and equitable distribution of
the costs across user groups. Furthermore, all of the harmonization methods explored
assume ANSP-level revenue neutrality, meaning each ANSP would collect the same
total charges under the 2006 baseline system and the harmonized method applied to
2006 traffic.
"Harmonization" is a broad term and can have differing implications
depending on its interpretation. Full harmonization, for example, can be reasonably
interpreted as meaning the adoption of a single charge, which would be collected
from each flight entering the North Atlantic, with the resulting revenues being
2. See note 1 above
allocated amongst ANSPs. Whereas another interpretation of harmonization might be
the adoption of a common methodology for computing charges (e.g., each ANSP sets
its own flat charge), but with the charges set and potentially collected at the
individual ANSP level. Each of these two philosophies presents its own challenges,
but a "semi-independent" approach (e.g., harmonizing the methodology only) would
mean a politically and, arguably, administratively easier transition from the current
system. However, the full advantages of a harmonized charge structure can only be
obtained through a fully harmonized system. The study explored both alternatives in
Chapters 3 and 4.
A semi-independent harmonization accomplishes the goal of a more rational
system, which could potentially drive more efficient use of system resources. If each
ANSP employs the same charging methodology, users are better able to align their
behavior with associated charges. However, the analysis illustrates some of the
downsides to using a semi-independent approach. First, the harmonization of the
methodologies alone makes transparent the vast differences in charges (and
presumably costs) across the ANSPs. A harmonized flat charge, for example, results
in charges ranging from $15 per flight in Denmark's jurisdiction to $679 per flight in
Portugal's. Similarly, a harmonized distance-based approach results in rates ranging
from $0.01 (Denmark) to $2.23 (Norway) per nautical mile, and a harmonized
Eurocontrol formula approach results in service unit rates ranging from $0.30
(Denmark) to $69.53 (Norway). Therefore, users may see the system as being
inequitable as flights routed through "high-cost" FIRs would be subject to higher
charges than those routed through "low-cost" ones. In particular, the semi-
independent flat charge scenario has profound impacts on light aircraft users and
users flying less than 1,000 nautical miles (nm) in the North Atlantic. Charges to
light aircraft would increase by 92 percent, and charges to flights traversing less than
1,000 nm would increase by 68 percent. The "losing" stakeholders would likely
make it difficult to implement this harmonization scheme, despite the fact that they
represent only a very small percent of the traffic. Among the three alternatives
modeled, the distance-based rate had the least effect on the baseline charges.
Therefore, if the goal of the harmonization was strictly to implement a consistent
charging methodology across the North Atlantic, while allowing each ANSP to
independently set their rates, a distance-based rate would be preferable.
Full harmonization of the North Atlantic en route charges would reduce the
complexity of the system for the users. Users would pay a single charge to a single
entity and could more readily alter their behavior to use the system efficiently.
Additionally, full harmonization could lead to decreased administrative costs, as
overhead billing and charging functions could be consolidated. All four of the
approaches modeled (i.e., fixed, distance-based, Eurocontrol formula, and a fixed-
plus-variable charge), resulted in significant changes in charges for some of the user
groups. The Eurocontrol formula scenario resulted in the smallest changes. Using a
$7.28 harmonized service unit rate, light and medium aircraft would experience
significant percent increases in their user charges. However, the actual dollar value
of these increases is probably insignificant compared to the operators' costs. In view
of the fact that two North Atlantic ANSPs and all of Eurocontrol's Member States
already use this methodology for computing en route charges and the relatively small
changes (in monetary terms) to the user charges, the Eurocontrol formula probably
provides the most viable starting point for a full harmonization scheme among all the
methodologies which were studied here.
5.2 Future research
The NATFAM results provide a preliminary indication of the feasibility and
potential impacts of a harmonized charging system in the North Atlantic. However,
future research could improve the database used here, as well as the modeling
approach to make a more robust recommendation.
The NATFAM database was built using 2006 flight data and charge structures.
However, North Atlantic traffic, charges, and currency exchange rates are volatile and
the model should be updated to reflect the current situation before future applications.
Additionally, there are some gaps in the flight database, most notably in the absence
of intra-European North Atlantic flights entering Santa Maria. As much as 28 percent
of Santa Maria's flights are potentially missing. Therefore, future efforts should
attempt to obtain a more complete set of flight records. Additionally, there may be
some flights, accessing non-Eurocontrol North Atlantic airspace, which are
unaccounted for in the database. Although, the impact of these flights on the
harmonization assessment is hypothesized to be small, the inclusion of these flights
would make for a more complete analysis.
All of the harmonization approaches modeled have assumed revenue
neutrality for the service providers. Therefore, the impact of various harmonization
approaches was only analyzed in terms of their impacts on user stakeholders. For a
semi-independent harmonization approach, the revenue neutrality assumption is
reasonable. Individual ANSPs are most likely to set their own charges at rates that
would result in full cost recovery. However, in a fully harmonized environment, the
revenue neutrality approach is somewhat artificial. For example, if the charging
methodology is based on a single distance rate for the entire North Atlantic, requiring
the revenues to then be split amongst the ANSPs such that they receive the same
revenue as they did under their old charging system is counter-intuitive. Assessing
the charges on the basis of distance implies that workload is determined by distance
traveled and, thus, rationally, the revenues should be allocated among ANSPs on that
basis (i.e, distance traveled within ANSP) as well. However, the scope of this study
prevented the assessment of different methods of revenue allocation amongst the
ANSPs. Future work could explore the implications of a fully harmonized system for
both service providers and user stakeholders.
To pursue a complete analysis of the equity of a harmonized charging system
one would need information on the actual costs of providing the air navigation
services. The NATFAM analysis assumes that the total charges currently being
collected by each ANSP are representative of that service provider's true costs under
the full cost recovery rationale. However, the NATFAM results indicate a strikingly
broad range of charges, and thus costs, whenever a common methodology is
employed to compute the charges. Without clear documentation of the fixed and
variable costs incurred by each service provider, it is difficult to assess whether
flights are being charged in accordance with the true cost they are imposing on the
system.
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Appendices
Appendix A: NATFAM sample days
Friday, January 06, 2006
Wednesday, January 18, 2006
Monday, January 30, 2006
Saturday, February 11, 2006
Thursday, February 23, 2006
Tuesday, March 07, 2006
Sunday, March 19, 2006
Friday, March 31, 2006
Wednesday, April 12, 2006
Monday, April 24, 2006
Saturday, May 06, 2006
Thursday, May 18, 2006
Tuesday, May 30, 2006
Sunday, June 11, 2006
Friday, June 23, 2006
Wednesday, July 05, 2006
Monday, July 17, 2006
Saturday, July 29, 2006
Thursday, August 10, 2006
Tuesday, August 22, 2006
Sunday, September 03, 2006
Friday, September 15, 2006
Wednesday, September 27, 2006
Monday, October 09, 2006
Saturday, October 21, 2006
Thursday, November 02, 2006
Tuesday, November 14, 2006
Sunday, November 26, 2006
Friday, December 08, 2006
Wednesday, December 20, 2006
Appendix B: Aircraft maximum takeoff weights
icao_type_code Average of mtow (metric tons) Average of max_seats
A109 3
A119 1
A124 392
A139 6
A140 19
A225 600
A270 3 9
A306 168 375
A30B 165 345
A310 152 210
A318 65 91
A319 67 149
A320 75 180
A321 86 220
A332 230 293
A333 217 440
A342 266 440
A343 261 440
A345 368 440
A346 369 440
A358 369 253
A359 369 300
A388 561 548
A3ST 155
A748 21 51
AA1 1 2
AA5 1 4
AC11 1 4
AC14 1 4
AC50 3 7
AC80 4 11
AC90 5 10
AC95 5 10
AEST 3 6
ALO2 2 5
ALO3 2 7
AN12 61
AN2 6 12
AN22 250
AN24 21 50
AN26 24 45
AN28 7 18
AN30 23 40
AN32 27 40
AN70 2
AN72 35 68
AN74 37 52
ARVA 7
AS32 9 28
AS50 2 7
AS55 3 6
AS65 4 14
ASTR 11 8
code Average of mtow (metric tons) Average of max_seatsicao_type_
AT43
AT44
AT45
AT72
ATP
B06
BO6T
B105
B170
B190
B212
B222
B230
B350
B407
B412
B427
B430
B461
B462
B463
B701
B703
B711
B712
B720
B721
B722
B731
B732
B733
B734
B735
B736
B737
B738
B739
B741
B742
B743
B744
B74D
B74S
B752
B753
B762
B763
B764
B772
B773
B788
BAll11
BE10
BE18
BE19
BE20
Aveaqeofmto (mtrc tns) Avrace o mx saticao_type_code
BE30
BE33
BE35
BE36
BE40
BE55
BE58
BE60
BE65
BE76
BE80
BE95
BE99
BE9L
BE9T
BELF
BK17
BN2P
BN2T
C130
C150
C152
C170
C172
C177
C180
C182
C206
C208
C210
C212
C25A
C25B
C303
C30J
C310
C320
C337
C340
C402
C404
C414
C421
C425
C441
C46
C500
C501
C525
C550
C551
C560
C56X
C650
C680
C72R
Averaqe of mtow (metric tons) Averaue of max seats
code Average of mtow (metric tons) Average of max_seatsicao_type_
C750
C77R
C82R
C97
CARV
CJET
CL2P
CL2T
CL30
CL4G
CL60
CN35
COL3
CONC
CRJ1
CRJ2
CRJ7
CRJ9
CVLP
CVLT
D228
D28D
D328
DA40
DA42
DC10
DC3
DC4
DC6
DC7
DC85
DC86
DC87
DC91
DC93
DC94
DC95
DH2T
DH8A
DH8B
DH8C
DH8D
DHC2
DHC3
DHC4
DHC5
DHC6
DHC7
D027
DR40
DRAG
E110
E120
E121
E135
E140
_code Average of mtow (metric tons) Average of max_seatsicao_type
E145
E170
E190
EC20
EC25
EC30
EC35
EC45
EC55
EH10
EN28
EN48
EXPL
F100
F27
F28
F2TH
F406
F50
F60
F70
F900
FA10
FA20
FA50
Gl15
G159
G21
G44
G73
G73T
GA7
GALX
GAZL
GL5T
GLEX
GLF2
GLF3
GLF4
GLF5
GY80
H25A
H25B
H25C
H269
H500
HP7
1114
IL18
IL62
IL76
IL86
IL96
J328
J528
J728
100
183
215
243
16
31
37
350
350
338
32
55
70
Average of mtow (metric tons)
J928
JCRU
JS20
JS31
JS32
JS41
K115
K126
K226
KA26
KA27
KA29
KMAX
L101
L188
L29A
L29B
L410
L610
LA25
LA4
LAMA
LEOP
LJ23
LJ25
LJ31
LJ35
LJ36
LJ40
LJ45
U55
LJ60
LOAD
M20P
M20T
MD11
MD52
MD60
MD81
MD82
MD83
MD87
MD88
MD90
M12
M126
M18
MU2
MU30
N262
NOMA
P180
P210
P28A
P28B
P28R
9
1
1
284
1
2
64
68
73
64
68
71
4
56
13
4
7
11
4
101
icao_type_code Average of max_seats
Averaae of mtow (metric tons) Averaae of max seats
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U • rIll_icao_type_code
P28T
P32R
P32T
P46T
P68
PA18
PA23
PA24
PA27
PA28
PA30
PA31
PA32
PA34
PA38
PA44
PA46
PAY1
PAY2
PAY3
PAY4
PC12
PC6T
PRM1
PUMA
R22
R44
R722
R90R
RF6
RJ1H
RJ70
RJ85
S210
S2T
S330
S360
S55P
S55T
S58P
S58T
S601
S61
S62
S65C
S76
S92
SB20
SBR1
SBR2
SC7
SF34
SGUP
SH33
SH36
SJ30
Averaqe of mtow (metric tons)
SM92
SR20
SR22
ST50
SW2
SW3
SW4
T134
T154
T204
T334
TAMP
TBM7
TOBA
TPIN
TRIN
TRIS
U16
UH12
VANT
VISC
VTOR
W3
WW23
WW24
Y12
YK40
YK42
YS11
Z42
Z43
84
180
227
102
5
7
5
16
5
17
28
4
6
66
13
14
10
10
19
32
140
60
2
4
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icao_type_code Averaqe of maxseats
Appendix C: Validation of NATFAM using ANSP data
Bodo
Marit Gronli, Business Controller ANS, provided data on behalf of AVINOR
for the Bodo FIR. The data provided includes data from Eurocontrol's Central Flow
Management Unit (CFMU) and Central Route Charges Office (CRCO). The CRCO
data, which includes the actual en route navigation charges for each flight, is
unfortunately only available for the entire Norwegian airspace. Thus, these charges
can not be directly compared to those in the NATFAM database. However, the
CFMU charges include flight records including the distance flown in Bodo and
MTOW of the aircraft. The traffic data can be compared to the NATFAM flight data
in order to validate the sample. The results of this analysis are shown and discussed
in the following section.
The Avinor data includes records from all days in calendar year 2006. The
NATFAM database includes data from a 30 day sample. The sample data is then
annualized to represent an entire year. Thus, the Avinor data can be used to confirm
the completeness of the 30 day sample (i.e., comparte the NATFAM data from the 30
sample days to the Avinor data for the same days) as well as the legitimacy of
annualizing a 30 day stratified random sample to obtain an estimate of annual traffic.
First the 30 day samples are compared and the results are shown in the table below.
Bodo sample data comparison
Measure ANSP (Avinor) NATFAM % difference
Number of flight records 768 644 -19%
Number of flights charged 658 644 -2%
Average en route charge computed (USD) $ 534 $ 571 7%
Average MTOW (metric tons) 202 150 -35%
Average flight distance in Bodo (nm) 238 265 10%
Average number of service units 7.7 8.2 7%
The Avinor data included 110 flights which entered Bodo airspace, but did not
have a record of any Norwegian en route charges. It is hypothesized that these flights
represent exempt flights and were not included in the Eurocontrol data used to
construct the NATFAM database. Given these assumptions, the 19 percent difference
in total number of flight records in the 30 day sample is reasonable. Furthermore,
when the number of flights charged is compared to the NATFAM flight counts, the
number of flights is within 2 percent. The average MTOW in the NATFAM sample
is 35 percent lower than that in the Avinor sample. However, the average distance
flown in Bodo is 10 percent higher in the NATFAM sample than in the Avinor data.
These differences result in the average number of service units (and thus the average
computed en route navigation charge) differing by 7 percent.
The results for the annualized model are not as close as those for the 30 day
sample. This is reasonable since the sample is not a perfect representation of the
actual annual traffic. The difference in total traffic numbers could skew the flat
charge harmonization approach. The total revenues are within a reasonable threshold,
but the number of flights differs by over 21 percent. Therefore, the revenue base is
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essentially constant, but divided across fewer flights in the NATFAM model.
However, the number of flights charged and the total charges collected, as reported
by Avinor, are both within 3 percent of the NATFAM results.
Bodo annualized NATFAM model validation
Measure ANSP (Avinor) NATFAM % difference
Number of flight records 9,458 7,835 -21%
Number of flights charged 8,073 7,835 -3%
Total en route revenues $ 4,206,038 $ 4,473,975 6%
Average en route charge computed (USD) $ 521 $ 571 9%
Average MTOW (metric tons) 204 150 -36%
Average flight distance in Bodo (nm) 232 265 12%
Average number of service units 7.5 8.2 9%
Gander
NAV Canada provided supplementary data for the Gander Oceanic region. The
data includes a rate history schedule, 2006 NAT revenue calendar, and charge records
for the sample days (note the sample days correspond to the NATFAM sample, but
the navigation charge data excludes March 19, 2006). The table below compares
annualized results of the NATFAM sample to the NAV Canada sample.
Gander NATFAM data validation
Measure ANSP (NAV Canada) NATFAM % difference
Number of flights charged for navigation 355,283 365,973 3%
Number of flights charged for HF comm. 206,931 201,285 -3%
Number of flights charged for datalink comm. 164,944 164,688 0%
Total navigation revenues $ 31,112,946 $ 31,308,798 1%
Total communication revenues $ 14,149,842 $ 14,505,768 2%
Total revenues $ 45,262,788 $ 45,814,565 1%
It is interesting to note the 2006 traffic is greater in the NATFAM database
than in the NAV Canada data file. The NATFAM database was compiled from
Eurocontrol data, only including flights entering at least one Eurocontrol FIR (note
Canada is not part of Eurocontrol), and ETMS flight records. Theoretically, the
ETMS data should account for the flights not included in the Eurocontrol dataset.
However, the exact contents of the ETMS records are undocumented and therefore it
was plausible that the Gander traffic would be incomplete. However, the NATFAM
model being within 3 percent of the NAV Canada data in terms of flight counts is
reassuring that the ETMS data is relatively complete.
The NAV Canada data revealed that flights not entering Gander oceanic
airspace and thus not requiring navigation services may still utilize communication
services. NATFAM's charge calculations are based on aircraft routes and the
database does not contain any direct information on communication activity.
NATFAM assumes if a flight enters an FIR it is subjected to the corresponding
ANSP's charges including a communications charge. However, if a flight does not
enter the FIR it is not charge a communication charge.
Since NAV Canada uses a two-part flat charge charging methodology, they do
not keep records (or at least the data was unavailable for this research effort) on the
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distance flown and MTOW of flights they service. Therefore, a more through
comparison between the NATFAM database and the ANSP data is not feasible. This
prevents the accuracy of the distance-based and service unit charge harmonization
from being validated. However, the total revenue estimates being within 1 percent of
NAV Canada's annualized sample and within 2 percent of NAV Canada's reported
totals ($44,963,609 for CY2006).
New York
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) provided a 30 day sample from
ETMS and annual oceanic flight and revenue totals. Unfortunately, the completeness
of the ETMS dataset is unknown and thus cannot be effectively used for validation
purposes. Additionally, the en route service totals include all U.S. overflights, of
which New York Oceanic is only a portion. However, the total number of flight
incurring en route charges can be used as a sanity check on the NATFAM data. The
FAA reports 157,813 flights were billed for en route services in FY2006. Note, in the
U.S. domestic flights do not receive direct charges for en route services thus these
flights represent international overflights. However, some of these flights may be
from Mexico and Canada, thus never entering oceanic airspace. NATFAM estimates
the total number of flights handled by New York Oceanic as 207,235. Of these
flights, only 6008 of them are overflights and subjected to the en route charges. This
implies only 3 percent of U.S. overflights enter the New York Oceanic airspace.
Reykjavik
Contacts in Iceland provided flight charge queries to aid in the validation of
the NATFAM database. Date for July 2006 was received and included aircraft type
and origin-destination pairs. However, the data does not include distance flown or
charges levied.
A detailed comparison between the NATFAM data and Iceland's data is not
shown because it is unclear whether the data includes flights charged under the Joint
Financing Agreement. Assuming the data only includes flights entering the Reykjavik
FIR, there is a 22 percent difference between the annualized samples. The presence of
22 percent more flights in the Iceland data may be a result of the sample being solely
from July. July schedules represent peak traffic. The NATFAM sample is distributed
throughout the year. Therefore, it is plausible that some of the difference in flight
counts is a result of annualizing the data from a peak month.
Santa Maria
NAV Portugal provided flight data for the Santa Maria FIR for March 2006.
The data was provided by Antonio Jose Pinto da Silva on behalf of NAV Portugal. In
addition to an excel file of flight records the Eurocontrol Report on the Operations of
the Route Charges System in 2006 was also included. The 30 day NATFAM sample
includes 3 days in March (March 7th, 19th, and 3 1st). Therefore, the NAV Portugal
flights from these overlapping days are compared to the NATFAM flights to validate
the sample.
Santa Maria 3 day overlap comparison
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Measure NAV Portugal (ANSP) NATFAM % difference
Number of flights 974 682 -43%
Average en route charge computed $550 $719 23%
Average MTOW (metric tons) 202 235 14%
Average flight distance in Santa Maria (nm) 722 918 21%
Average number of service units 28 36 23%
Notice there are large differences between the NAV Portugal data and the
NATFAM data for the 3 day overlapping sample. There are 43 percent fewer flights
entering Santa Maria in the NATFAM database than in the NAV Portugal data. This
could be a result of flight exemptions if the NATFAM data sources included only
those flights which were charged. Additionally, some flights may be counted
multiple times in the NAV Portugal data because each time a flight enters the FIR a
record is created. However, without unique flight identifiers it is difficult to identify
all effected records. Using the O-D pairs, flights times, and equipment it is estimated
that the double counting accounts for less than 2 percent of the Santa Maria traffic.
Finally, the NATFAM data does not include some intra-European traffic.
The 3 day sample comparison illustrates some of the potential data gaps in the
NATFAM data. To further test the validity of the NATFAM data, the annualized
values are compared to the values in Eurocontrol's Report on the Operations of the
Route Charges System in 2006.
Santa Maria CRCO report comparison
Measure Eurocontrol Report NATFAM % difference
Total number of flights/flight segments 113,188 81,638 -39%
Annual total distance (nm) 82,080,958 75,085,537 -9%
Annual number of service units 3,187,641 3,016,225 -6%
Exempted service units 118,049
Billable service units 3,069,592 3,016,225 -2%
Amount billed (USD) $59,319,240 $55,402,627 -7%
It is interesting to note the total amount collected in 2006 according to the
Report on Operations of the Route Charges System is within 7 percent of the
revenues calculated using the NATFAM database. However, the number of
flight/flight segments varies by nearly 40 percent. The primary reason for the
differences in flights is the query used to generate the NATFAM data excludes some
intra-European traffic. Other drivers of these differences could be the double counting
of flights (i.e., NATFAM is the number of flights whereas the Eurocontrol report may
include multiple segments from the same flight) and the inclusion of exempted flights
in the NAV Portugal and CRCO report. The second hypothesis is supported by the
calculation of the total number of billable service units. The annual number of
service units differs by 6 percent. However, when the exempted service units are
subtracted, the model and the report's billable service units are within 2 percent of
each other. Although the total revenues and billable service units support the validity
of the NATFAM model, the differences in traffic data may lead to distortions in the
analysis. For example, the average charge per flight will be much higher under the
NATFAM model than calculated from the CRCO report. This is because the cost
bases are nearly identical, but the number of flights is significantly lower in the
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NATFAM database. Charge harmonization approaches requiring the total number of
flights are the only ones that should be impacted because the distance and service unit
values are within a reasonable range of the NATFAM values.
Shanwick
Denis Daly and John Perry, on behalf Shanwick Oceanic ANSP, submitted
supplemental data for validation purposes. The dataset includes all 30 sample days of
flight records for the Shanwick FIR. The actual charges levied are not recorded, but
the weight class and distance for each flight is recorded. This information can be
used to compare flight totals, aircraft mix, and total distances in NATFAM to those
reported by Shanwick. The table below shows the relevant totals. Note of the 32,724
records in the Shanwick file, 667 flights (2 percent) have zero distance and duration
recorded. It is hypothesized that these flights only used Shanwick communication
services and not navigation services. The revenue analysis reflects this hypothesis.
Shanwick data validation
Measure ANSP (Shanwick) NATFAM % difference
Total number of flights in sample 32724 30827 -6%
Calculated charges from sample $ 4,051,928 $ 3,861,460 -5%
Total distance (nm) 17,696,845 16,688,755 -6%
Average distance per flight 541 541 0%
The number of Shanwick flights and total distances are approximately 6
percent larger than the NATFAM database totals. This indicates the NATFAM
database may be missing a small percentage of the Shanwick traffic. The difference
in total traffic results in a 5 percent difference in the total revenues for the ANSP.
Note the average distance per flight is within 0.1 percent of each other. Therefore,
although the totals may be somewhat underestimated in NATFAM, the harmonization
approaches will yield nearly the same results as they would with the complete dataset.
Sondrestrom
No supplemental information has been received from Denmark at the time of
this report.
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Appendix D: New York international arrival/departure tax validation
The United States has separate charging methodologies for flights involving a
U.S. airport than for overflights (i.e., flights that enter U.S. airspace, but do not land
in or takeoff from the United States). Overflights are charged $0.1594 per nautical
mile (nm) flown in New York Oceanic airspace. Flights arriving at or departing from
U.S. airports do not pay this distance-based rate. These flights pay for the use of New
York Oceanic's services through an international arrival/departure tax of $14.50 per
passenger. The Federal Aviation Administration is unable to provide an estimate of
what portion of the tax is used to provide the New York Oceanic services. Therefore,
NATFAM assumes all flights pay the distance-based rate of $0.1594/nm.
A sanity check for this assumption was performed. The total arrival/departure
tax collected for each flight was calculated using the average number of seats by
aircraft type and applying an average load factor of 79.4 percent. The sum of the
taxes is then compared to the NATFAM fee collected on those flights. In the
NATFAM 30-day sample, there are 4,562 flights accessing New York Oceanic
airspace that land at or depart from a U.S. airport. The model estimates that these
flights pay $579,783 total under the distance-based charge assumption. This
represents 29 percent of all of the revenues collected by the FAA in the NATFAM
results. However, if these flights paid the international arrival/departure tax instead of
the overflight charge, the total charge is $18,606,405. Recall that only a portion of
these taxes are used to run New York Oceanic and the FAA can not provide data on
how much. Given the distance-based charge assumption, the cost of providing New
York Oceanic services is $579,783. This would mean, on average, 3 percent of the
international arrival/departure taxes per flight accessing the New York Oceanic flight
information region is used to provide these services.
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Appendix E: Comparison of GCD to actual distance
The distance data in NATFAM is the actual route distance, not the great circle
distance (GCD). Typically, in charge calculations the GCD is used. Therefore, instead
of having to track the actual distance flown by each aircraft a database of GCD
between origin-destination (O-D) pairs can be used to calculate user charges. Santa
Maria and Bodo use GCD in their baseline charge calculations. Therefore, NATFAM
will have a bias resulting from the use of actual distance. The impact of the bias is
estimated by comparing the GCD distance to actual distance for one day of North
Atlantic traffic.
The GCD distance is calculated using the coordinates of the origin and
destination airports, as reported by the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS). The
haversine formula is then used to find the GCD between the two sets of coordinates
(Equation 3).
Let 01 be the latitude of the origination airport in radians
Let A. be the longitude of the origination airport in radians
Let 02 be the latitude of the destination airport in radians
Let 22 be the longitude of the destination airport in radians
Let A& be the central angle
Let R be the radius of the earth (6372.795 km)
A& = 2arcsin ~ sin2 2 - + cos( 1 )cos(0 2)sin222 2
GCD = R A
Equation 3: Haversine formula
For the December 8, 2006 data the average percent difference between the
actual flight distance and the GCD is 6.5 percent. This value provides an estimated of
the bias introduced by using the actual flight distances.
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Appendix F: North Atlantic traffic and charges by O-D regions
Percent of
Destination Average North Atlantic North Atlantic
Origin region region user charge (USD) traffic
Canada $ 306 6.17%
Canada $ 210 0.12%
Caribbean $ 62 0.45%
Central America $ 68 0.46%
Iceland/Greenland $ 154 0.29%
Northeastern Africa $ 371 0.01%
Northern Europe $ 341 3.10%
Northwestern
Africa $ 868 0.07%
Russia and former
Soviet States $ 474 0.07%
South America $ 73 0.09%
Southern Europe,
Israel and Turkey $ 400 1.46%
Southwest Asia $ 230 0.03%
USA $ 128 0.03%
Caribbean $ 323 6.70%
Canada $ 64 0.41%
Caribbean $ 64 0.05%
Central America $ 113 0.01%
Northern Europe $ 1,134 0.89%
Northwestern
Africa $ 471 0.00%
Russia and former
Soviet States $ 735 0.00%
South America $ 57 0.00%
Southern
Europe,Israel and
Turkey $ 1,382 0.57%
USA $ 68 4.75%
Central America $ 537 4.74%
Canada $ 69 0.43%
Caribbean $ 79 0.02%
Central America $ 325 0.00%
Northern Europe $ 672 1.30%
Northwestern
Africa $ 662 0.00%
Russia and former
Soviet States $ 441 0.03%
Southern
Europe,Israel and
Turkey $ 949 1.61%
Southwest Asia $ 1,264 0.00%
USA $ 67 1.34%
China, Mongolia and North $ 254 0.01%
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Korea
Northern Europe $ 254 0.01%
Eastern North Pacific $ 562 0.12%
Northern Europe $ 570 0.12%
Southern
Europe,Israel and
Turkey $ 92 0.00%
IcelandlGreenland $ 107 3.04%
Canada $ 154 0.24%
Central America $ 217 0.00%
Iceland/Greenland $ 220 0.00%
Northern Europe $ 71 1.89%
Northwestern
Africa $ 344 0.04%
Russia and former
Soviet States $ 117 0.05%
Southern
Europe,Israel and
Turkey $ 100 0.35%
Southwest Asia $ 92 0.00%
USA $ 203 0.45%
Western North
Pacific $ 1,636 0.00%
Northeastern Africa $ 392 0.08%
Canada $ 400 0.01%
Iceland/Greenland $ 92 0.01%
USA $ 421 0.06%
Northern Europe $ 374 27.65%
Canada $ 312 3.26%
Caribbean $ 1,177 0.84%
Central America $ 702 1.27%
China, Mongolia
and North Korea $ 335 0.00%
Eastern North
Pacific $ 445 0.07%
Iceland/Greenland $ 67 1.88%
Northern Europe $ 225 1.00%
Russia and former
Soviet States $ 528 0.00%
South America $ 1,367 0.20%
USA $ 355 19.12%
Northwestern Africa $ 700 0.35%
Canada $ 837 0.06%
Caribbean
Central America
Iceland/Greenland
South America
USA
412
635
369
501
757
0.01%
0.01%
0.04%
0.02%
0.22%
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Russia and former Soviet
States $ 507 0.48%
Canada $ 480 0.08%
Central America $ 459 0.04%
Iceland/Greenland $ 115 0.04%
Northern Europe $ 493 0.01%
USA $ 572 0.31%
South America $ 665 2.32%
Canada $ 75 0.10%
Northern Europe $ 932 0.31%
Northwestern
Africa $ 507 0.02%
Southern
Europe,Israel and
Turkey $ 899 1.33%
USA $ 77 0.56%
South Asia (except Afghanistan
and Pakistan) and mainland
Southeast Asia $ 881 0.14%
USA $ 881 0.14%
Southeast Asia $ 95 0.00%
USA $ 95 0.00%
Southern Africa $ 655 0.02%
USA $ 655 0.02%
Southern Europe,Israel and
Turkey $ 601 12.75%
Canada $ 388 1.45%
Caribbean $ 1,345 0.64%
Central America $ 926 1.70%
Eastern North
Pacific $ 191 0.01%
Iceland/Greenland $ 99 0.35%
South America $ 1,219 0.97%
USA $ 452 7.63%
Southwest Asia $ 365 0.38%
Canada $ 241 0.03%
Iceland/Greenland $ 92 0.01%
USA $ 380 0.35%
USA
Canada
340 35.03%
116 0.05%
Caribbean
Central America
China, Mongolia
and North Korea
Eastern North
Pacific
Iceland/Greenland
Northeastern Africa
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66
66
1,751
5
209
443
4.77%
1.50%
0.00%
0.00%
0.46%
0.06%
West Africa
Northern Europe $ 379 18.78%
Northwestern
Africa $ 795 0.13%
Russia and former
Soviet States $ 495 0.32%
South America $ 70 0.62%
South Asia (except
Afghanistan and
Pakistan) and
mainland
Southeast Asia $ 572 0.15%
Southeast Asia $ 370 0.04%
Southern Africa $ 666 0.03%
Southern
Europe,Israel and
Turkey $ 472 7.73%
Southwest Asia $ 469 0.35%
West Africa $ 680 0.04%
Western North
Pacific $ 319 0.00%
$ 672 0.03%
USA $ 672 0.03%
Western North Pacific $ 1,636 0.00%
Iceland/Greenland $ 1,636 0.00%
Western South Pacific $ 586 0.00%
USA $ 586 0.00%
$ 393 100.00%
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